
City of York Council

Budget Consultation 2020/21
SUMMARY

Produced by the Business Intelligence Hub

 

The online Budget Consultation 2020/21 opened on 15/11/2019 and closed on 31/12/2019. 
Additionally, a short version of the survey was sent to households inside the Our City publication, 
with a closing date of 12/01/2020. 

A total of 825 residents and businesses participated. 

The consultation gave the residents and businesses of York the opportunity to put forward their 
views to help the council make decisions and deliver the budget for 2020/21.

The consultation results and the raw data will be made available on the council open data platform 
www.yorkopendata.org.



In order to balance the budget, would you rather we; (please tick as many as apply)

Increased charges for 

services

Provided fewer 

services
Increase council tax

Total 

responses
Total respondents

2020/21 33.60% 19.32% 47.08% 497 415

167

Do you support an increase in council tax to balance the budget and if so by how much?

(n=808)

Budget Consultation 2020/21

Council Tax

(n=415)

Increased charges for services Provided fewer services Increase council tax

% 34% 19% 47%

Response 167 96 234
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Increased charges for 

services

Provided fewer 

services
Increase council tax

Total 

responses
Total respondents

2020/21 33.60% 19.32% 47.08% 497 415

(n=407)

Budget Consultation 2020/21

Social Care Precept

Do you support an increase in funding for adult social care by social care precept and if so by how much?

I do not support an
increase

I support a 0.5%
increase

I support a 1% increase
I support a 1.5%

increase
I support a 2% increase

Response 118 47 61 26 155
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Disagree Disagree (%) Agree Agree (%) Neither Neither (%)

Maintenance of council houses 119 24.29% 244 49.80% 127 25.92%

Maintenance and development of highways and 

infrastructure assets
46 9.31% 396 80.16% 52 10.53%

Maintenance and refurbishment of council 

premises
185 38.07% 115 23.66% 186 38.27%

Maintenance of historic assets and facilities 71 14.46% 304 61.91% 116 23.63%

Maintenance and refurbishment of parks, play 

areas and libraries
46 9.37% 371 75.56% 74 15.07%

Maintenance and development of leisure facilities 96 19.75% 254 52.26% 136 27.98%

Maintenance and upkeep of schools 36 7.29% 390 78.95% 68 13.77%

Maintenance and development of IT systems to 

support frontline services
101 20.70% 214 43.85% 173 35.45%

Using commercial property investment to 

generate more income for front line services
94 19.50% 250 51.87% 138 28.63%

Various regeneration initiatives 89 18.86% 193 40.89% 190 40.25%

Flood defence measures 53 10.84% 341 69.73% 95 19.43%

Renewable energy to reduce council and city 

energy bills
61 12.42% 374 76.17% 56 11.41%

Budget Consultation 2020/21

Capital Investment

To what extent do you agree or disagree that we should prioritise the following areas for investment?
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100.00%

Maintenance and development of highways and 

infrastructure assets
80%

Maintenance and upkeep of schools 79%

Renewable energy to reduce council and city 

energy bills
76%

Maintenance and refurbishment of parks, play 

areas and libraries
76%

Flood defence measures 70%

Maintenance of historic assets and facilities 62%

Maintenance and development of leisure facilities 52%

Using commercial property investment to 

generate more income for front line services
52%

Maintenance of council houses 50%

Maintenance and development of IT systems to 

support frontline services
44%

Various regeneration initiatives 41%

Maintenance and refurbishment of council 

premises
24%

Budget Consultation 2020/21

Capital Investment

Areas respondents agree should be priorities for investment
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Answering this survey:

Ward Responses

As a resident 778

On behalf of a business 30

On behalf of a public sector organisation 5

On behalf of a charity that covers the York area 3

On behalf of a community group in York 0

Other (please specify) 9

Total 825

Ward Responses Responses (%)

Acomb Ward 26 3.15%

Bishopthorpe Ward 9 1.09%

Clifton Ward 21 2.55%

Copmanthorpe Ward <5 -

Dringhouses & Woodthorpe Ward 25 3.03%

Fishergate Ward 16 1.94%

Fulford & Heslington Ward 10 1.21%

Guildhall Ward 38 4.61%

Haxby & Wigginton Ward 20 2.42%

Heworth Ward 20 2.42%

Heworth Without Ward 11 1.33%

Holgate Ward 29 3.52%

Hull Road Ward 8 0.97%

Huntington & New Earswick Ward 17 2.06%

Micklegate Ward 35 4.24%

Osbaldwick & Derwent Ward 15 1.82%

Rawcliffe & Clifton Without Ward 19 2.30%

Rural West York Ward 8 0.97%

Strensall Ward 13 1.58%

Westfield Ward 33 4.00%

Wheldrake Ward 10 1.21%

Unknown 442 53.58%

Budget Consultation 2020/21

Overall response to survey by ward 

Results can be split by ward but due to low numbers may not be statistically significant
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Age Disability type (select all that apply)

Answer choices Responses
Percentage of 

total response
Answer choices Responses

Percentage of 

total response

Under 16 0 - Physical impairment 10 4%

16-24 7 3% Sensory impairment 6 3%

25-39 56 27% Mental health condition 12 5%

40-55 71 34% Learning disability <5 -

56-59 18 9% Long-standing illness or health condition 21 9%

60-64 19 9% Total 32
65+ 36 17%

Prefer not to say 26 -

Total 233

Carer

Answer Choices Responses
Percentage of 

total response
Answer Choices Responses

Percentage of 

total response

Yes 21 10% Yes 12 6%

No 188 90% No 193 94%

Prefer not to say 24 - Prefer not to say 28 -

Total 233 Total 233

Disability Gender

Answer choices Responses
Percentage of 

total response
Answer choices Responses

Percentage of 

total response

Yes 32 16% Male 103 55%

No 172 84% Female 81 44%

Prefer not to say 30 - Gender variant / Non binary 2 1%

Total 234 Prefer not to say 47 -

Total 233

Budget Consultation 2020/21

Demographics

Served in the Armed Forces
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Comments on capital investment

1

I was interested to read of your city centre diesel car ban.  I would like to make some suggestions:    Petrol cars emit much more carbon dioxide 

than diesels.  They should also be banned.    It is old diesels that emit high N02 and particulates.  Old taxis and buses are the worst offenders.  

(The most polluted street in UK is Oxford Street London, and they only allow buses and taxis).  The best solution for pollution is to only allow 

electric taxis (battery powered) in the city centre, and introduce overhead cable supplied electric buses (trolley buses) and trams.  ie Ban diesel 

taxis and buses.

2
Free, clean public toilets seem to me a hallmark of a civilised community.  I have, over the last few years, seen them in a number of towns and 

countries.     I'd like to see them in York, together with places to refill water bottles.

3
Invest in the people who live here! Affordable housing for those who have no choice currently but to rent privately.  Stop building £250k+ flats.   

Invest in green spaces, community events, libraries and venues for music and food events.

4 Sort out the APPALLING road network

5 Flood defences should be top priority and free winfi for all

6
every time I get a pension increase it all goes to pay the council tax, all the council staff get really good pensions and pat increases, I just get 

poorer

7

Leisure facilities are great but having a Private Company running it has stopped all benefits to residents.  No York Card Discount and increased 

prices.  You obviously have to fund these but is the money well spent and used in the right way?    All leisure facilities were recently closed for a 

day for staff training, awards presentation and a night out (that's what a member of the mananagment team told me it was for) To me this is not 

a good use of money, time or providing a public service.

8

Roads need to be upgraded and why have a cycle track when they use the road slowing traffic down and some without lights!! Fine them instead 

of wrist slapping. Houses should be for residents not snapped up and let off to students. All areas up to city boundaries should be resident permit 

parking to stop the free parking brigade who won't pay to park their cars in car parks.

9 No evidence that renewable energy is cheaper but all in favour of energy efficiency.

10 We have long needed a centralized bus hub close to the railway station

11
Give more information about these topics if you want to have informed opinions about capital investment from York residents. A link from this 

page to read a summary of issues on these topics is needed. Without this you have our biased viewpoints.

12 York roads need major investment. I know many people who will not apply for jobs along the ring road due to the traffic.

13

I have a **** that I love very much but **** lives with her husband in a **** council house and a massive garden. She has **** the council has 

offered to fit a lift ****. Now why can she not be moved to a Bungalow which would free up that massive house for a new family?     The needs 

to be loads more car free social housing built where some of if not all the assists can not be sold on to the tenants like using the soon to be 

vacated Army Barracks.     More street cleaning as I have just moved to Clifton and I ride my bike past the Hospital every day and the cycle lanes 

are all full of water, leaf mush and glass. Parts of the cycle way leading to James Street is in need of re tarmacing.

14
Do not waste money. Act like a company and fire the useless staff (i have worked for the council and filled with them but ewually some good 

hard workers who are grossly underpaid). Manage effectively. Dont cater for whims focus on greatest number and benefit

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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Comments on capital investment

Budget Consultation 2020/21

15

It’s difficult to tick the boxes above not knowing more about the context (what kind of repair/refurbishment might be needed etc). However 

investing in schools makes children feel valued, and this will be their world, so important they feel included.   Also invest in flood defences, 

because of the misery flooding causes to individuals and also the reputation of the city for visitors, new residents and businesses which sustain 

the city’s economy.   Don’t build homes on flood plains! Don’t waste time even discussing it, just have a rule that you don’t do it.   Make sure 

investment is done at the right time, eg could it become cheaper/might there be improved technologies in a few years’ time, so consider 

deferring investment for a few years.   As the saying goes: a stitch in time saves nine - do effective repairs early to avoid more expensive 

investment later.   Seriously consider the risks eg of commercial investment to minimise risk of capital losses later. Build in top quality 

environmental/anti-climate change measures with every investment.   Work with charities eg Age UK and environmental charities which have 

spent on research and have lots of experience, so you base decisions on evidence-based approaches and tried and tested technologies.

16 dredge the rivers to reduce the flood risk and to save lives

17 Please stop spending on new roads. Make york a new Amsterdam or Utrecht where cars don’t dominate.

18 The climate emergency is the most pressing issue and should be kept in mind all the time, also with capital investment.

19
the environmental impact of all investment should be integrated into all planning.  Tree cover and green spaces must be included in LONG Term 

investment

20

Renewable energy and insulation efficiencies are a self funding longer term project that you need to focus on, also for the sake of the climate 

emergency they are vital. Soft engineering needs to be rolled out en masse within the york area as the ouse catchment river zone seems to be 

full of untouchable people who won't do anything to help slow down flows.

21
Stop providing for only the tourists visiting the city locals have to put up with a lot deriving from tourism and gain no benefit. Give the locals 

cheaper transport and event entry

22

Give the City a REAL ring road - not half of one . The traffic on the northern section / single carriageway / is horrendous !   You bought the land 

for a dual carriageway and chickened out for supposed cost reasons , SO do the job now and bite the expensive and even more disruptive bullet ,  

Let's face it - all that money on the Hopgrove area just results in more standing traffic .

23 FIX OUR ROADS!! POTHOLES

24 Maintenance and development of highways and infrastructure assets in regards to handling public transport.

25 Sustainable transport infrastructure only (not for cars)

26 With UFO were a very connected city. Let's make York a smart city. There's so much clever tech out there, let's use. It's the 21st century!!

27
Let it be for the people of York’s benefit, not solely the tourists. A great deal of money is spent ‘within the castle walls’ - spread the love a bit 

within York central.

28
On a basic level, many roads and streets are in poor condition. Street lighting around our area is poor.    There is a common feeling abroad that 

the council’s priorities are skewed.

29
We should explore the opportunities provided by the Social Value Act to support the voluntary and community sector, through corporate 

investment and development
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Comments on capital investment

Budget Consultation 2020/21

30
Increasing road capacity increases demand and distances people expect to travel, only moves the problem a few years down the line, do not 

waste money on roads, put it into public transport and cycle options

31

I work at CYC and the Finance systems are so decrepit that I waste my time and good brain doing repetitive tasks that the software can't do.  I've 

worked in local government (not just York) for over 20 years and have seen that time and time again councils buy cheap software, then waste a 

fortune in man hours because the software isn't good enough.  Our brains could then be used for problem solving rather than tasks a monkey 

could do.

32

Why borrow if you have the money not have to.  This is a typical nationalised industry failing where the thinking is, you have to borrow for capital 

investment.  Don't spend what you don't have. This is a problem for all state run business as they are not supposed to make profit. Profit is where 

your investment capital could come from.  All you do by borrowing is push up costs to pay the banks, we still pay for the asset, but then have to 

pay interest payments which provide no tangible benefit.  This is a waste of our money.  The whole borrowing culture needs a rethink.  Charge 

more in the first place, save up money, invest and don't pay interests.  I am sure you will think I don't understand but quite the reverse is actually 

the truth.

33

In a country with significant water & wind available, CYC invested in solar panels. This just seems ludicrous. Whilst these are useful in the 

summer, they are useless in the winter. Additionally, you only have them on larger properties. You also need to refurbish these regularly & we, as 

tenants, have received several letters over the past year saying you haven't had the panels serviced in too long a time. If you do not service them, 

they will breakdown. Put small windmills at the bottom of everyone's gardens, to generate electricity during the winter months also.

34
My main concern is the planned 5G rollout. EMF radiation is linked to many physical and mental health issues and 5G is expected to create a 

huge increase in these issues.     There should be NO capital investment by CYC on anything to do with 5G.

35 Council housing desperately needed and current buildings need updating

36 The roads are awful in York and need improving, not just in the centre for the tourists but city wide for the residents.

37
Renewable electricity is a good investment now and, if placed well could support the low carbon heating schemes that will be necessary if this 

city is to become carbon neutral by 2030.

38 York City Council need to do something about maintaining the drainage in rural villages.

39
It's all ****, and the sad thing about it is, you all know it is. It all revolves around how much a year you get paid. People are GREEDY, and you 

reading this is one of those people, shame on you, sleep well.

40
Maintenance plays a strong part in people's mental health.  A well-maintained and clean environment leads to better mental health and a feeling 

of community.  I would pick all these areas as strongly agree but I have prioritised

41 No

42 No.

43 Sustainability is key. Ethics are needed for the benefit of the people you serve

44 Improve ring road and park and ride, but restrict traffic on inner ring road.

45 Too many of the councils proposed investments are based on overestimates of demand and underestimates of capital and running costs

46 Better digitisation and visibility of bus networks. The timetable never matches the bus times.
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Comments on capital investment

Budget Consultation 2020/21

47

The Guildhall funding shouldn't be paid by tax payers. Citizens of York have little access to it.   The outer ring road project is all wrong and will 

become a expensive failure due to traffic increasing to fill the space created. Putting roundabouts onto a duel carriageway will still cause traffic 

flow problems. Flyovers should have been considered.

48
Stop wasting taxpayers money on vanity projects and leave redevelopment to the private sector to bear the risk.     Stop buying expensive 

properties in York and run the existing portfolio more efficiently.    Get Council staff sick leave down - its a national disgrace

49

It is obvious that you cannot spend more on everything but if you make York a leader in environment protection, that is the focus for the whole 

World in the next 15 years. Stop calling it a cycling city unless you mean it. Make proper cycling lanes. Stop inviting when and stag nights in. 

Change to a cosmopolitan street life City. Protect the people by investing in hi tech CCTV linked to police control with analytics to improve 

outcomes

50

York central has had a lot of money spent on flood defenses, yet outer York has had none. Can you please be diary and make sure ALL of York has 

money spent on flood defenses. However i still beleiev that no flood defenses should have been constructed in the first place as this passes the 

issue of water to some where else.

51

Spend less on supporting tourist numbers, or anything that is of favours tourist related business and leisure. We have enough tourists visiting, 

and they are more than welcome to enjoy our city, but please, it should not be a council priority. I thought the market decided, so why help with 

state/local support?  If support for residents and services is at the expense of tourists you need to ask yourselves what the council is for? What 

will you do when residents are replaced by airbnb, which is happening fast?    Or charge a tourist tax which increase revenue and show residents 

and potential new residenst it is a city to live in, not just visit.

52 Roads Roads Roads.  I've been through 3 suspension coil springs this year.  The roads are atrocious and dangerous for all users.

53
Charge business for not having renewable sources of energy on site where possible - vice versa reductions in council tax for properties with 

renewable.energy generation on site.

54 Recent increase in council meters expenses is unjustified

55
Capital investment in transport should be focused on roads used by buses or roads with cycle lanes, along with expanding the network of cycle 

routes across the city.

56

Little  has actually being none  by the council  and the Constant Disagreements between councillors and the never ending hiking of  costs from 

lower bidders that win and  UP goes the Pricing.   Then we hear statements  from Advisers that bend over backwards to  PLEASE the Council  and 

not residents concerns

57
I have participated in this survey knowing full well it will be a utter waste of time as York Council will not take the slightest bit of notice as I am 

only a resident and not a student or a drunk hen or stag let's  face they are your priorities!

58
Invest in a future where we are all less dependant on the car.  Quality public transport and integration of modes as first steps, then start reducing 

car inevitability.    Invest in schools so children can learn in a sound and quality environment that promotes well being.

59 There should put park line on end of the street because the park there block view road

60
The condition of York's roads are unacceptable and demand substantial and immediate investment.    Stop spending money on unnecessary 

traffic signal replacements which are also leading to the dangerous situation whereby pedestrians are not sure when it is safe to cross the road.
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Comments on capital investment

Budget Consultation 2020/21

61

The best buy investments must either provide a good return or reduce costs. The council can act as an anchor investor unlocking further 

investment, this should be deployed strategically. The rush of private investment on Toft Green after West Offices was redeveloped seems to 

have happened organically and it is not clear there is any strategy behind this or that the council is capturing any of the gains to benefit frontline 

services and local people, in spite of being a significant driver and enabler of all this added value. There is a lesson there for the future.    On a 

related note the huge changes around foss islands could do with a master plan and council involvement, as the developments are following the 

previous light industrial footprints they are copying the past and being car dominated. Council involvement through site acquisition and 

involvement in masterplanning to help create a stunning new quarter.

62

Improve cycling in York. York is flat and should be a pleasant city to cycle in. The cycle paths currently are an embarrassment. Some roads in York 

are narrow but there are obvious roads with space where there is not anything resembling a safe bike lane. The obvious examples being Clifton 

and Tadcaster Road.

63 flooding outside york itself, ie surrounding villages get forgotten

64

The local plan proposal to build the village of HolmeHill  in the south east of york must be approved to provide local people a village enviroment 

to live . Anouther outer ringroad must be put in place so traffice can bypass york instead of being forced aling the present one  york hasto expand 

further in to the countryside to provide a better enviroment for the future of our residents

65 All investment should be as green as possible.

66 We are getting less as your council budget is cut = no more money for my council tax.

67

I completely forgot about the floods, we should invest in infrastructural defences.  The main problems with York we should focus on:  1) The 

environment and a disfunctional bus service  2) GPs and the Hospital  3) Housing prices  4) Train prices (I know that's central gvt but the rail fares 

are out of control)  5) The drinking culture here  6) Flood defence  Thank you for this, glad to have my voice heard.

68

Capital investment should be focused on reducing the financial burdens of the council and improving the existing structures of life for the people 

at the bottom of the ladder so that they may stand half a chance to provide a better future for everyone. Children in inadequate housing are 

shown to perform at a lower level than their peers, this includes simple things like having enough space to live in, play in, and work in. Lots of 

council houses are rated at having enough room for 6 people when in reality one of the rooms is barely big enough for a baby's room and there is 

no way two children could share it which leaves the family cramped in a house declared fit for purpose. Therefore, capital investments should be 

used to remedy these issues so that the next generation can thrive. Life is not just about aging, it's about growing and in York, the children are 

often forgotten in favour of the "aging population" and their needs are considered last.
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Comments on capital investment

Budget Consultation 2020/21

69

Highways needs serious investment to rectify potholes that have been an issue in this city for as long as I can remember, currently being treated 

with a semi permanent solution instead of fully fixing them.     Investing in digital services to relieve pressure on frontline staff to allow them to 

be allocated to residents that genuinely need face to face contact. This needs to be communicated to residents better as during existing 

consultations many residents fear that all services will be moved online and this will marginalise people that do not have access to the internet.     

York is an extremely expensive place to live for first time buyers, 'affordable' housing in York is not inline with current wage stagnation. Council 

housing should be priority in allowing younger residents the opportunity to even have shared ownership of a property to allow them to be on the 

property ladder. A 2 bedroom house in the new Fulford Germany Beck development is priced at £230,000+, is the best York can provide for new 

families buying a new property?

70 What are the regeneration initiatives?

71 Develop cycling instead.

72

When considering investment in commercial property, also consider your responsibilities for long term viability of rents for prospective tenants. 

Do not always look for the highest rental Return and encourage younger developing businesses who may bring additional diversity to areas of the 

City.

73 Developing cycle routes into rural areas of York

74
Reduce car parking expenses in york to regenerate high street or consider some times i.e thurs am or certain down peak times for residents to 

park free to boost high street city centre

75 Projects that have a negative impact on climate change, biodiversity or air quality should not be supported.

76
Early years need more funding - with the importance of a child's early years we do not have enough funding to maintain high quality care and 

education for these children.

77
Spend more on road safety and traffic calming. York roads are dangerous and traffic travels too fast.  More spend on flood defences and stop 

building plastic football pitches everywhere.

78

This council struggles to provide the basics!  Collect general rubbish weekly or recycle more products.  Make food shops/restaurants donate their 

‘that day expired’ products to food banks.  Create apprenticeships, put young and old together programs that are mutually beneficial, and have a 

greater care for residents who often feel ignored or pushed to the side of tourism.  Many residents create tourism, with visitors coming to see 

family/friends living in York so it is in the council’s best interest to keep residents satisfied, at least!

79

I would like to see my council make money and invest in a good future for its constituents.     a prime example is Neoen French renewable energy 

company.     ""A 400-page document filed in support of the application shows the battery, which is the largest lithium-ion battery in the world, 

had a capital cost of €56m or A$90.6m and generated €8.1m, or A$13.1m, in revenue from network services in the six months to 30 June 2018""     

Please see https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/sep/27/south-australias-tesla-battery-on-track-to-make-back-a-third-of-cost-in-a-

year

80
We should make homes and sell them for how much it costs to make them. Let’s help homelessness and let’s stop supporting funding for luxury 

apartments built just for profit!
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Comments on capital investment
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81
York is a destination and it’s cultural objects and buildings bring billions into the local economy. Support attraction and heritage development to 

help our city thrive!

82

You have to prioritise on the people of York and not just the tourists, build infrastructure so they park outside the city and use park and ride to 

come in to limit coaches in the city. Think about licensing laws to limit the drain in resources that the drunken visitors have to the city. Limit the 

student take over of the city centre areas and this includes housing, let’s make rents and council tax fair and affordable based on the wages locals 

earn. This may bring locals back into the city and revive the high street ( which is not a pleasant place for locals to be the majority of the time I’m 

afraid). Let’s get some decent transport routes up to the new stadium, increase the number 12 to serve the area. Let’s have more joined up 

thinking, let’s not send money back to Westminster due to poor planning. Let’s get a congestion charge in to encourage less cars in the centre 

and get public transport flowing and then people will use it more. Let’s invest in building a community again rather than just tourists and students 

focus, whilst I realise this generates revenue it isn’t a real benefit the majority of people of the city I’m afraid

83 Repair current roads but don't develop further highways to encourage car use.

84 No expenditure on new roads, including dualling of existing roads

85

YORK is a city with an international reputation yet its core areas suffer from poor paving and road quality compared with many similar cities in 

Europe. Parts of the central area look neglected and after rain are often full of large puddles due to inadequate drainage. King’s Square, Grape 

Lane and Swinegate show what can be done. Petergate shows what needs to be done. If York isn’t pretty then it is nothing.

86
Certainly road maintenance, but NOT road development, e.g the outer ring road - the focus should be on reducing dangerous and destructive 

private car use, and supporting viable alternatives.

87 Invest to save.

88

Make sure when something is planned that it does not cost a fortune because it is badly planned.  Community Stadium mismanagement must 

have cost a lot of money that could have gone into something more useful.    I am not sure you really understand what people want or need.    

Charge all houses rates including student houses - this would vastly increase your income.

89

We need to focus on what works rather than what looks good...  Libraries are key community assets and create and support communities  Early 

years provision makes a huge difference particularly to disadvantaged and harder to reach families  The arts and sport develop key life skills, 

make people happy and create diverse and positive community groups

90
The council should accept that the private sector is best placed to provide some services that require capital such as leisure centres.    How can 

we consider "various regeneration initiatives" - there is insufficient information, hence I marked it as strongly disagree

91
Have a big vision, invest heavily in cycling infrastructure and make York a leader and distinctive in the UK in being a true 'Amsterdam' cycle city.    

Big bold and don't pander to the vocal minority

92
investing in cycling and walking infrastructure  Building more social housing for rent (Passivhaus or zero-carbon)  Set up a Council Energy 

Company and invest in insulation and renewables programmes to improve council and private sector housing

93
If school maintenance needs more money this should come direct from central gov't.  Aren't most schools academies now anyway?  Flood 

defence money is mainly environment agency not local council too?
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Comments on capital investment
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94
I think York council should look at local environmental investment in and around York that will help fight climate change and alleviate flooding 

such as the restoration of North Yorkshire Moors peat bogs.

95

'Various regeneration initiatives' - means what?    To most people, most of these things will be important investments so I'm unsure what you'll 

learn.  It would have been better to ask for people to rank these from most to least important or score them? Also, it's like comparing apples and 

pears, without knowing the impact of the investments it's hard to give an informed response

96
We need to put environment first by reducing trafic into the centre, continue to increase public transport option in the evening and weekends 

and ensuring public transport is affortable for young people.

97
These are really too vague as  depends on what is being done. For example I would strongly support highways infrastructure for cycling, walking 

and public transport but not for cars

98 Stop focusing on the city centre. Maintain the drainage systems in the rural villages

99 More green investment

100 No borrowing should be allowed! It cripples the city with interest payments and indicates extremely poor financial management
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending more on - Good Health and Wellbeing

1 Creating green spaces and planting trees.ENEducation

2 physical health

3

There is a major problem with street busking in the city. Noise pollution should not be accepted, it should be treated like any other 

environmental pollution. Buskers need to be regulated or ideally banned from the city centre. Few have any talent and use powered amplifiers to 

impose their noise on people. It is neither entertaining or in keeping with the atmosphere of the city

4 Mental health services

5 GP surgeries, primary care facilities, mental health facilities

6 Mental Health

7 Affordable housing for LOCALS

8 Lowering air pollution in the city centre by improving public transport. Social care for the elderly. Council rented housing.

9 reducing trafic pollution

10 Easily accessible and sports facilities.

11 Encouraging children to take up exercise, eat healthy and not smoke

12 Promoting physical activity

13 housing

14 Roads and buses

15 SUPPORTING YOUNG PEOPLE FROM YORK TO TRAIN AS DOCTORS, NURSES

16 Physical health

17 mental health, quality of environment including air pollution

18 the same

19 Social care and mental health

20 Cycling

21 Environmental

22 Green spaces.

23 Social housing from the waiting list

24 housing

25 Good quality housing  - council and private

26
Care for elderly, disabled and poorer households, invest in more recycling schemes eg different plastics and terra pack which cannot be recycled 

in York.

27 Cutting air pollution, safe spaces and activities for kids, teens

28 Mental health support services (shorter waiting lists)

29 Housing

30 Roads

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending more on - Good Health and Wellbeing

Budget Consultation 2020/21

31 Evidence based approaches with long term benefits

32 education

33 Housing

34 Support services, mental health, homelessness

35 Getting traffic moving. Outer ting road dualling

36 housing

37 Cycling infrastructure

38 Green spaces for mental health, horticultural therapy, allotments

39 social care

40
Free local parks, subsidised gym membership, safe walking and cycling paths, local shopping streets upkeep (cleanliness/flowers etc).

41 Bus pass for over 60yr olds

42 Mental health and addiction

43 cycle lanes, parks

44 Mental Health, Physical Health

45 roads

46 Air pollution

47 Physal environment

48 Sustainability for the environment, nothing is more important right now

49 Removing traffic from the centre of York and greener transport

50 offering affordable activities, discounts for the residents, organising free outdoor events in the summer

51 Mental health for the young - under 18 years

52 Housing, helping homeless, those in need. Better pavements and lighting

53 Exercise and nutrition for young people

54 Mental health & addressing loneliness & isolation

55 Open spaces

56 mental health

57 Preventative health e.g diabetes prevention

58 Mental health

59 Mental health

60 Mental health

61 support services

62 Roads
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending more on - Good Health and Wellbeing

Budget Consultation 2020/21

63 GP local service open hours

64 Adult social care

65 Ensuring Disabled people can access the city.

66 Mental Health

67 Mental health and housing

68 Mental health

69 Air quality improvement.

70 Adolescent mental health

71 mental health support

72 Mental health support

73 Social care

74 Institutions for patients

75 HOUSING

76 Mental Health

77 environmental factors

78 Recognising which people are alone and need to talk to people because they are house bound.

79 Housing

80 outdoor community spaces for exercise

81 Leave this to central government

82 Mental health, housing support, parks for children

83 housing

84 Older people

85 NHS

86 Housing

87
Supporting families where mental illness or forms of dementia so the burden is not left with the spouse or family to deal with alone

88 Support Services

89 Mental Health

90 Mental health, street cleaning and improving the built environment. Make York Greener

91 Health checks.

92 Mental health

93 Homelessness

94 Environmental
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending more on - Good Health and Wellbeing

Budget Consultation 2020/21

95 Environment - green travel

96 Proactive health care

97 Mental health, social care, housing services

98 Better mental health facilities

99 housing

100 Mental Health

101 Housing

102 Preventative health care

103 Repairing Roads

104 Cycle paths

105 mental health

106 physical health

107 Children services

108 Housing

109 mental health

110 housing

111 Mental health; housing and homelessness

112 Mental health

113 Nothing

114 Mental health and bereavement services

115 More efficient road maintenance

116 Statutory support for Mental health esp. for severe and enduring MH problems

117 Residents

118 Mental health and support services

119 Mental health services instead of destroying them

120 Support services and environmental factors

121 Cleaner air

122 Support Sevices

123 outdoor community sports facilities

124 mental and physical health

125 Somehow arranging transport from hospital especially on discharge. CVS do it in other areas with a grant from the Council.

126 housing

127 support services
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending more on - Good Health and Wellbeing
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128 cycling infrastructure

129
PLACES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE TO GO, SOCIALISE, IE NOT HANG AROUND THE STREETS/CAR PARKS; ALSO SUBSIDISED GYM OR EXERCISE CLASSES 

FOR ALL- NOT JUST THOSE ON 'LOW INCOMES' THOSE JUST ABOVE THIS CATEGORY STRUGGLE TO EXERCISE AS THE COST IS PROHIBITIVE

130 Housing, mental health support

131
providing cycle routes between homes and where people need to get to (doctors surgeries/hospital) and want to get to (supermarkets, libraries, 

city centre, sports facilities, community centres, etc)

132 Preventative work - public & environmental health

133 housing and environmental factors

134 Mental health services and social housing

135 Mental health services

136 dementia care

137 Residents

138 Environment. Proper circular economy and recycling infrastructure, especially for all plastics

139 Mental health for parents

140 Mental health.  Nature-based health solutions.

141 air quality, sustainability and environmental health

142 The Hospital, GPs and reducing prescription prices

143 Housing

144 Mental and physical health and support services

145 Social care at home to preserve independence as much as possible

146 mental health

147 Do not spend more

148 All

149 Health enhancement, reducing smoking and vaping in public spaces, public transport, roads

150 Active travel

151 Dementia Care for adults

152 Air pollution

153 support services - for children - education (ECCE)

154 Helping York’s Air Quality

155 mental health

156 Environmental factors

157 Preventative work; areas such as housing, support for the vulnerable.

158 mental health
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending more on - Good Health and Wellbeing
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159 Mental health

160 mental health

161 mental health

162 Children and 0-5 provision

163 Mental heath services

164 resolve rough sleepers and drug taking in the streets

165 Environmental factors such as green spaces

166 Environment

167 CONVALESCENT CARE TO STOP BED BLOCKING

168 support services

169 Social housing

170 Environmental factors

171 Child obesity

172 support facilities

173 Mental health

174 Housing

175 Physical Health

176 Housing!

177 Hospitals and GP's

178 Support service

179 Traffic, congestion and air quality, mental health and well-being, culture, the arts and libraries

180 Care for the elderly

181 mental health, social care & preventative approaches

182 Question is not if to spend more or less but how to spend it effectively

183 Mental health

184
Radical support for multiple complex needs - a complex needs hub rather than lots of separate services supporting an individual

185 supporting people living with dementia

186 YES

187 Sport and leisure facilities e.g. swimming pools and gyms, clubs, parks and open spaces.

188 Making a greener, less polluted city

189 support services

190 Support services
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191 outdoor recreational spaces

192
Improving standards in the worst properties and providing support for joined up approaches and measure the impact - community, NHS etc

193 Low income families, social isolatation

194 increasing car free provision for walking, cycling and public transport

195 mental health therapies

196 Mental health services

197 MENTAL AND PHYSICAL HEALTH

198 leisure centers, gyms, encouraging walking/cycling

199 Youth health projects

200 Green spces, traffic management, social care, education.

201 Mental health services, non meat diets, encouraging exercise (e.g. more walks and maintenance of parks etc)

202 Housing and physical health. Lower gym memberships

203 Support for adults with mental health conditions, but who are high functioning

204 co-ordination of services with the NHS

205 Mental health services, drug and alcohol services

206 Support services

207 Communities
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending less on - Good Health and Wellbeing

1 physical health

2 GP surgeries, primary care facilities, mental health facilities

3 Mental Health

4 Affordable housing for LOCALS

5 reducing trafic pollution

6 Easily accessible and sports facilities.

7 Encouraging children to take up exercise, eat healthy and not smoke

8 housing

9 Roads and buses

10 SUPPORTING YOUNG PEOPLE FROM YORK TO TRAIN AS DOCTORS, NURSES

11 Physical health

12 Social care and mental health

13 Cycling

14 Environmental

15 Green spaces.

16 Good quality housing  - council and private

17 Mental health support services (shorter waiting lists)

18 Housing

19 Roads

20 Evidence based approaches with long term benefits

21 Housing

22 Support services, mental health, homelessness

23 Getting traffic moving. Outer ting road dualling

24 Cycling infrastructure

25 social care

26 Free local parks, subsidised gym membership, safe walking and cycling paths, local shopping streets upkeep (cleanliness/flowers etc).

27 Mental health and addiction

28 Mental Health, Physical Health

29 Sustainability for the environment, nothing is more important right now

30 Mental health for the young - under 18 years

31 Housing, helping homeless, those in need. Better pavements and lighting

32 Exercise and nutrition for young people

33 Mental health

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending less on - Good Health and Wellbeing
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34 Mental health

35 Mental health

36 support services

37 Roads

38 Adult social care

39 Ensuring Disabled people can access the city.

40 Mental health and housing

41 Mental health

42 Air quality improvement.

43 Adolescent mental health

44 Mental health support

45 Institutions for patients

46 HOUSING

47 Mental Health

48 environmental factors

49 Recognising which people are alone and need to talk to people because they are house bound.

50 Housing

51 Leave this to central government

52 Mental health, housing support, parks for children

53 NHS

54 Supporting families where mental illness or forms of dementia so the burden is not left with the spouse or family to deal with alone

55 Mental Health

56 Mental health, street cleaning and improving the built environment. Make York Greener

57 Health checks.

58 Mental health

59 Environmental

60 Better mental health facilities

61 Mental Health

62 Housing

63 Preventative health care

64 Repairing Roads

65 Cycle paths

66 mental health
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67 physical health

68 Children services

69 Housing

70 housing

71 Nothing

72 Mental health and bereavement services

73 More efficient road maintenance

74 Statutory support for Mental health esp. for severe and enduring MH problems

75 Residents

76 Mental health and support services

77 Mental health services instead of destroying them

78 Support services and environmental factors

79 Support Sevices

80 outdoor community sports facilities

81 mental and physical health

82 housing

83 support services

84 cycling infrastructure

85 Housing, mental health support

86
providing cycle routes between homes and where people need to get to (doctors surgeries/hospital) and want to get to (supermarkets, libraries, 

city centre, sports facilities, community centres, etc)

87 Preventative work - public & environmental health

88 housing and environmental factors

89 Mental health services and social housing

90 dementia care

91 Residents

92 Environment. Proper circular economy and recycling infrastructure, especially for all plastics

93 air quality, sustainability and environmental health

94 The Hospital, GPs and reducing prescription prices

95 Housing

96 Social care at home to preserve independence as much as possible

97 Do not spend more

98 Health enhancement, reducing smoking and vaping in public spaces, public transport, roads
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending less on - Good Health and Wellbeing
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99 Active travel

100 Air pollution

101 support services - for children - education (ECCE)

102 mental health

103 Environmental factors

104 mental health

105 mental health

106 Children and 0-5 provision

107 Mental heath services

108 support services

109 Environmental factors

110 support facilities

111 Mental health

112 Housing

113 Physical Health

114 Housing!

115 Hospitals and GP's

116 Support service

117 Traffic, congestion and air quality, mental health and well-being, culture, the arts and libraries

118 Care for the elderly

119 mental health, social care & preventative approaches

120 Mental health

121 Radical support for multiple complex needs - a complex needs hub rather than lots of separate services supporting an individual

122 Sport and leisure facilities e.g. swimming pools and gyms, clubs, parks and open spaces.

123 Making a greener, less polluted city

124 support services

125 outdoor recreational spaces

126 increasing car free provision for walking, cycling and public transport

127 MENTAL AND PHYSICAL HEALTH

128 leisure centers, gyms, encouraging walking/cycling

129 Green spces, traffic management, social care, education.

130 Mental health services, non meat diets, encouraging exercise (e.g. more walks and maintenance of parks etc)

131 Housing and physical health. Lower gym memberships
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending less on - Good Health and Wellbeing
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132 Support for adults with mental health conditions, but who are high functioning

133 Support services

134 Communities
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending more on - Well-paid jobs and an inclusive economy

1 Education about plastic pollution/recycling/fly tipping/littering.
2 employment opportunities NOT tourism jobs
3 Ensuring a number of options for childcare are available to all, not just one company which seems to have a growing monopoly on childcare.
4 Public transport, out of school programmes, young peoples' clubs
5 Education
6 parking infrastructures
7 Providing parking NEAR to city centre
8 Adult training/education. Restricting air bnb to promote locally owned and staffed hotels
9 More environmentally friendly public transport
10 Attracting higher paid jobs to city
11 Adult education and training
12 transport
13 transport
14 Trainee position s
15 AREA STATIONS, THEN WE WOULD NOT NEED TO DRIVE TO GET TRAINS
16 Education
17 education (including adult), more diverse employers
18 the same
19 Education
20 None
21 Apprenticeships for young people
22 Zero hour contract employ staff
23 a living wage
24 Schools and training opportunities.   Evening classes
25 Education and development for young people and people returning to work.
26 Make business rates for small independent shops more affordable in city centre by charging high street chains more. Support the shambles 

market, run big events like St Nicholas fayre in house not by external company.
27 Transport (ring road around York needs to be a dual carriage way! Impossible to travel)
28 Education
29 Roads. Bins. Not just attracting bars and restaurants
30 Environmental factors - lead on climate change initiatives
31 encouraging ambition in the young
32 Education

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending more on - Well-paid jobs and an inclusive economy
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33 Education
34 Reducing the cost of parking
35 The city centre
36 Green work environments (reduced stress)
37 education
38 Keeping EXISTING shopping streets alive and expaning ones in villages and suburbs so people don't have to use online imported rubbish 

(cleanliness/flowers.pop-up shops etc). Start up a York pound scheme to encourage local spendinbg and pay Council workers some of their wage 

in it.
39 Local transport around the city
40 About right
41 public transport / cycle / walking links to areas with jobs
42 Employment Opportunities, ecomony
43 Access to later learning
44 Education
45 good public secondary school places
46 attracting big companies to open offices in the city centre, to bring decent well paid jobs, improve transport links to outskirts of the city so 

people can get to the employers based there
47 Maximising benefits of apprenticeship levy
48 encouraging strong employers to the city
49 Education
50 Local economy
51 Attracting big engineering firms
52 employment opportunities
53 Roads
54 Invigorating retail units central York
55 Roads
56 Education & transport. All children should have the same level of education as that delivered in public schools & parents need to be expected to 

support schools.
57 Education and employment
58 Transport, higher pay.
59 Supporting SMEs
60 Public transport
61 Skills development
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending more on - Well-paid jobs and an inclusive economy
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62 Education and skills
63 Attracting manufacturing wealth creation jobs
64 TRANSPORT
65 Supporting schools in areas with low parental donation
66 education and skills
67 Housing, the longer you leave it, the more it costs to repair.
68 Skills....education
69 Education for all / apprenticeships
70 Transport
71 adult skilss education
72 Education and transport
73 Education
74 better transport to enable folk to get to jobs
75 Transport
76 Providing training and jobs for local people
77 Supporting the creation of jobs in York.
78 Transport
79 Transport
80 Green transport
81 Improving roads, particularly the northern outer ring road, for car users.
82 Training
83 Improving road surfaces and reliability of the bus network
84 Permanent roles rather than 0 hours contacts
85 Education and Skills
86 Adult Learning
87 Promoting the city
88 Clearing gullies
89 Licensing in Centre
90 encourag construction company's to reside in york
91 employment opportunities
92 Economy
93 education and skills
94 education and skills
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending more on - Well-paid jobs and an inclusive economy
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95 Uplifts for small businesses so they can pay living wage to all staff
96 Attracting new business/startups.  Converting brownfield sites into business parks/offices
97 Nothing
98 Apprenticeship opportunities
99 Use the money available smarter
100 Apprentice schemes within Council services
101 Residents
102 Educatuon and skills
103 Transport especially to villages
104 Education and skills, transport
105 post 19 training and education opportunities
106 Transport
107 Public transport
108 facilitating development schemes
109 transport
110 Improving employment opportunities for unemployed. He proactive.
111 transport
112 transport
113 education and skills
114 SUBSIDISED BUSINESS RATES FOR SMALL BUSINESSES
115 Employment opportunities - attracting more businesses to York
116 Non-uni training for skilled jobs, securing inward investment for job creation, "anchor institutions", investing in small quality offices to rent to 

upcoming local SMEs. expand temp market/event space to include davygate and possibly church street.
117 transport and providing jobs for qualified apprentices.  Encouraging and supporting Independant Traders of all ages
118 Funding for start ups and helping adults with no qualifications into work
119 Cycle infrastructure
120 Training
121 road maintenance
122 More on train stations
123 A green economy.
124 transport and education
125 Tech, Primary, Secondary and Vocational Education
126 Supporting Employment
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127 Education and employment opportunities
128 Providing infrastructure to attract employment providers
129 employment opportunities for over 50's
130 Dont spend more
131 All
132 transport, supporting apprenticeship placements
133 creating a green economy, training, sustainable travel
134 Getting young people into jobs (of all kinds)
135 Community centre with classes
136 Education and opportunities
137 transport
138 Economy
139 Education and skills support across all ages; effective transport planning.
140 transport and education
141 Transport
142 transport
143 Lowering transport costs, employment opportunities
144 Education classes for adults, lower bus fares
145 employment opportunities
146 Green and circular economy
147 primary schools more free meals - free fruit etc
148 transport
149 Public transport
150 Education and skills
151 Creating technology jobs
152 education and skills
153 Accessible jobs
154 Economy
155 Transport for the elderly.
156 Supporting disabled people in work
157 People who are genuine
158 Transport
159 early education and creative skills for life
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160 Ppreparing young people towork
161 Strengthening paid carers employment to attract more quality carers
162 diversification of employment - we need stop depending on the tourist ecoonomy which only provide low paid jobs
163 oesn't need spending but encouraging appropriate inward investment - a focussed Local Paln and making ir easier for some developments and 
164 Education
165 supporting people to access work
166 encouraging apprentiships for young people
167 Promoting/providing free courses which can help people get employed.
168 transport
169 Employment opportunities
170 supporting local independent trade
171 coordinating provision to avoid duplication, aligning curriculum to labour market information and more inclusive employment opportunities
172 Didgital poverty, local people though a tourist tax
173 easily accessible and affordable office spaces linked with any new housing developments and transport
174 Supporting small business
175 EDUCATION AND SKILLS
176 Better pay for support staff in education
177 Education, careers support.
178 Attracting large employers to York, expand upper ring road to two lanes, ban cars in town, more cycle friendly routes
179 Helping people to get a job, increase jobs in York
180 Ensuring everyone is paid the living wage as a minimum
181 attracting the right kind of investment; supporting advice services
182 Encouraging organisations in York to pay the real living wage, encouraging businesses to operate in York
183 Training and transport

184 Transport
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending less on - Well-paid jobs and an inclusive economy

1 transport

2 Councils do not create wealth and jobs, the private sector does. Money should not be spent on this

3 Council members pay, bonuses, road closures and repairs

4 Transport

5 restrictive transport measures to stop car freedom

6 Traffic wardens

7 Allowing student flats to be developed.

8 tourist attractions; council salaries

9 Your own salaries

10 Nothing - most important area of spend

11 employment opportunities

12 International employee s

13 LOCAL AREA CO-ORDINATERS

14 Economy

15 None

16 Senior manager pay at the city council including chief exec, directors, assistant directors.

17 Job fares

18 Vanity projects.

19 Economy

20 Bureaucracy

21 Out of town shopping

22 council transparency

23
Giving 'incentives' (tax cuts) to big companies so they employ one person here rather than in Leeds. Stop YORK BID procuring services from 

outside York e.g. 'Forge'.

24 families with 12 children

25 Transport, hampering good traffic flow

26 Alcohol tourism

27 building luxury apartments in the city centre

28 Unemployment

29 Education

30 transport

31 Traffic Lights

32 Green initatives such as sustainable travel

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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33 Worrying about zero-hours or small hour contracts

34 Transport

35 Recycling

36 Attracting undesirables on stag & hen nights

37 EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

38 Schools in areas with high parental donation

39 transportatiin

40 Councillors granting themselves an over estimated pay rise, greedy, not in it for the community but their own personal greed.

41 Non efficient Civil service jobs

42 Nothing

43 Councillors wages

44 Well paid jobs

45 Benefits, people should always be financially better off by working.

46 Benefits

47 Infrastructure for cyclists. We already have vast amounts of perfectly fine roads and cyclepaths to ride on.

48 Tax breaks for business

49 New bars and restaurants

50 Councillors executive pay and perks

51 Transport

52 Transport

53 Businesses rate subsidies

54 Council vanity projects

55 york central flood defenses

56 Employment opportunities

57 economy

58 Equal accords all areas

59 In effectual councillors

60 Wastage by inefficient use of budgets

61 The use of companies who purport to offer consultation services

62 Councillors self Hiked Pay

63 Transport

64 Councillors stipends

65 Providing non jobs
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66 Make it York

67 nothing

68 less used transport matters

69 education and skills

70 employment opportunities

71 employment opportunities

72 Tourism publicity - the city is at bursting-point

73 Supporting leisure, retail, hospitality & tourism segments of local economy (they can look after themselves and produce worse paid jobs)

74 lead by example; use less agency (work with York staff) and casual workers, zero hour contracts etc.

75 business rate freedoms

76 Cars, subsided parking

77 public swimming

78 Funding free travel

79 Companies with a big carbon footprint.

80 economy

81 The University (they waste their money on admin)

82 Bonuses for council jobs.

83 Consultants

84 Bureacracy

85 promoting an economy based on increasing resource consumption

86 Legal fees

87 education

88 Transport

89 Advertising York externally.

90 council meeting biscuits

91 employment oppotunities

92 Business subsidies

93 Out of town economy

94 education and skills

95 Motor transport

96 Make it York

97 employment opportunities

98 NA
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99 Nothing

100 Transport for tourist.

101 Apprenticeships- they aren't paid enough

102 People who are not willing to do anything.

103 tourism

104 Grants to tech businesses

105 adult education that is not essential (eg crafts etc)- higher charges for those with funds to pay

106 Transport

107 make it york

108 YES

109 Make it York

110 Unnecessary salaries within the council

111 more out of town retail (and car dependant retail)

112 Events and festivals

113 Everything

114 TRANSPORT

115 low level enterprise/readyness for work schemes that provide little benefit.

116 Spend less time and pressure on GCSEs

117 Banning use of city centre roads would save money on road upkeep as this would need to be done less frequently

118 Advertising

119 Funding charitable trusts

120 Advertising!
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Please tell us what you think we should be spending more on - Getting around sustainably

1 Reduced public transport

2 Mending potholes properly. Keep hedgerows trimmed by paths.

3 cycle pathways

4 Providing reliable bus services which run at times required by the users. Ie. A late bus back to park and ride sites

5 Cycling

6 Electric buses, subsidised bus travel, bike share schemes

7 Pavements and roads

8 parking

9 Dodgy pavements

10 Improving infrastructure around train station to reduce congestion.

11 opening up closed roads; widening existing ones, installing 'red routes' to stop stationary traffic ;

12 Hybrid bus network

13 Sorting the traffic lights so city runs smoothly

14 Removing barriers to walking

15 cycle pathways

16 transport

17 Flood defences flood relief system s

18 AREA STATIONS, THEN WE WOULD NOT NEED TO DRIVE TO GET TRAINS

19 Transport

20 pavements, segregation of cyle from pedestrian traffic, air quality

21 the same

22 Traffic management that keeps the city moving

23 Cycling

24 Free bus pass for over 60s

25 Pathways and cycle routes. Public transport.

26 Roads pot holes are a danger to cyclists

27
Maintenance of cycle paths and repair of potholes.  A good bus service, more integrated with the railway.  Continue looking at opening up local 

rail services

28 Cycle paths in and around York and speed calming measures in residential and pedestrian areas.

29 Proper cycling, not just white lines on roads.  Promote sharing of roads for everyone and pavements for cylists and pedestrians where possible.

30 Improving conditions around station. Joining up bits of cycle infrastructure and more contraflow bike access through centre. Electric buses.

31 Roads around York. More roads, too many people for the amount of roads in York.

32 Cycling and the cycing infrastructure on the roads

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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33 Sustainable transport

34 Get all the Next Bus screens working!

35 ban cars from within the city walls

36 Pavements and roads

37 Outer ring road dualling

38 public transport especially electric buses

39 Walking and cycling infrastructure

40 Safe cycle pathways everywhere

41 bus services

42

Safe walking and expanded cycling paths, free guides to them all available across the town, encourage green tourism with train station promotion 

of public transport. REPLACE the bus times TV schedule in York train station (which is now just a bracket)asap. Stop privatising bus services and 

run them locally at cost price. I know fixing roads is expensive but as a cyclist I can say some potholes are dangerous out there at the edge of the 

road.

43 Bus pass for over 60 year old plus reduce bus fare in order people use less cars £1 fare would be popular like many uk cities

44 repairing pavements and roads.

45 potholes and get rid of road bumps - as you are now obliged to do

46 proper cycle paths (not just painted along a road), park and ride, ring road (to discourage drivers coming through York instead of around!)

47 Making it easier to move around the city

48 green public transport

49 cycling initiatives and footpath improvements, closing roads to cars, planning sustainable neighborhoods, improving public transport

50 Walking, public transport

51 Improve pavement and road conditions

52 Safe cycling routes and community green spaces

53 improve the public transport network, contract a more reliable bus company, repair the pavements in the city centre

54 Cycle paths so the network connects up providing safer network - new earswick to haxby road for example

55
Enabling less city centre traffic. More encouragement  to walk or cycle. Too many single person journeys. We live at junction of Water 

End/Salisbury Rd and traffic and air pollution terrible

56 Road maintenance, repairs and trials of new tech in this area

57 Cycling, buses should have central control

58 free or cheaper buses to ease congestion

59 Free buses

60 Roads

61 Environment factors
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62 Road maintenance

63 Roads - repairing existing!

64 Roads

65 Rail transport and pedestrianised areas

66 Non of this

67 Parking for the Disabled in the city centre & repairing roads and footpaths.

68 Improving potholes in roads and paths

69 Rail

70 Safe cycle routes - avoiding both traffic and pedestrians where possible.

71 Filling potholes

72 Improving the flow of all traffic

73 Road and footpath maintenance

74 Environmental factors

75 Free parking for residents

76 TRANSPORT

77 pedestrianisation of the city centre

78 Recycling and cycle lanes (think Cambridge)

79 policing the carbon free/low

80
York is a city on a human scale.!!! How many York residents, proper residents use rail for example, only to go to Scarborough for a day out in 

summer. Try repairing the roads that 94.83 use every day !! *** the Rail network.

81 Walk and cycle lanes

82
improving the outer ring road then develop quick easy mass transit in to the city centre (ultimately restricting all motorised traffic to the city 

centre)

83 Road safety eg interactive speed signs

84 Pavement and roads

85 road repair in residentail streets

86 roads; bus services

87 Road and pavements

88 Transport

89
foot paths. We could walk to Clifton Moor but there is no footpath and the road is far to busy to walk safely and within Wigginton there are also 

places where there is no footpath and while I do not ride a bike I will happily walk on safe paths

90 Cycle pathways

91 Roads and Pavements
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92 Getting a decent and reliable bus service. Open the city to other bus companies than first

93 Pedestrian only areas.

94 Highways and footpaths

95 Opening or laying a new road near the hospital

96 Bus and rail transport

97 Transport - electric buses

98 Transport infrastructure

99 Better cycle lanes and a more reliable bus network

100 Cycle paths and lanes

101 transport

102 Pavements and Roads

103 Pedestrian only areas in centre

104 Cycling

105 Enforcing red lights and footpaths broken by cyclists and get rid of bendy buses

106 Cycle paths

107 road network, provide easier one way systems

108 transport

109 Roads

110 Public transport to outlying areas of the City

111 cycle pathways

112 transport

113 Investment in cycling pathways and green public transport

114 Areas gridlocked currently that won't change in the short term - A1237 & A64.  More smart traffic light systems.

115 Fixing roads and pavements

116 Nothing

117 Roads and gulley cleaning

118 Cycle paths and cycle lanes

119 Pavements

120 Repairs to pavements many of which are dangerous

121 Infrastructure

122 Fixing potholes, regular buses

123 Pot holes,pavements roadworks

124 Roads, cycle pathways and transport
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125 public transport

126 Pavements and roads

127 Transport integration,

128 cycle infrastructure

129 pavements and roads

130 Keeping our park and ride services. Road maintenance is vital.

131 transport, pavements, roads

132 pavements and roads

133 cycling

134
ALL BUSES BEING ELECTRIC / GREEN, ALTERNATIVES TO DRIVING INTO CITY CENTRE BECAUSE BUSES ARE SO UNRELIABLE AND UNAFFORDABLE. 

100% INCREASE IN BUS PRICE IS OUTRAGEOUS- AND MORE EXPENSIVE THAN A SINGLE JOURNEY IN LONDON ON THE TUBE.

135 Good bus services, pavement repairs and drainage

136

Reintroduce the parkthatbike scheme. Getting people to/from the rail station safely by bike, pleasantly and safely on foot. Work with Network 

Rail to build an accessible bridge over the railway between Scarboro' Terrace and the hospital. Make one-way roads such as Grosvenor Terrace 

two-way for cycles

137 Bus and cycle network - esp. bus frequency and reliability

138 maintaining what we have

139 electric buses!

140 Cycle infrastructure

141 Recycling

142 road maintenance -pot holes

143 Rail and 24 hour park and ride

144 to reduce standing traffic, reward low emission vehicles

145 Electric buses, a better bus service, cycling lanes, and pavements.

146 Roads and public transport

147 Please spend more on busses, reducing train fairs and cycle lanes

148 Road improvements

149 Bus provision

150 Maintaining pavements and repairing potholes in roads

151 buses and cycle routes in rural areas

152 Secure cycle parking areas in city centre to combat theft & or cover with cctv

153 All

154 Reducing congestion by improving road layout and traffic light sequencing
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155 improving walking and cycling routes, prioritising pedestrians and cyclists, car-free areas

156 Flexible bus routes for older people

157 Making York a pedestrian city

158 council should run bus service in York /not subsidise privet comp - new green buses

159
Lower the amount of cars I. The city centre by influencing public transport use instead and make a radical commitment to making all public 

transport electric

160 roads

161 Pavements

162 Integrated transport planning; reducing car usage.

163 decarbonising traffic in the city centre and cycling infrastructure

164 Congestion , infrastructure for public transport

165 pavements and roads

166 roads

167 Sustainable and green transport - electric buses

168 Lower bus fares

169 public transport

170 Cycle ways and cycling support, local bus service support, car charging points

171 Active transport

172 cycle lanes that do NOT permit cars to be parked in them eg Chaloners Rd

173 pavements and roads

174 Railway station opening

175 Cycling, and related road maintenance

176 Pedestrian and cycling safety

177 city transport

178 Blimmin' pot holes and awfully rugged roads

179 Environmental factors

180 Repairs to pot holes and placements

181 Buses - we need more, and electric ones

182 Giving a good bus service and motivation for people to use it.

183 Rural Bus services

184 sustainable transport solutions, electric buses and taxis, road maintenance

185 Bus services
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186
Buses- better for accessibility- more flexible seating for wheelchairs & prams etc- more option to get closer to centre of city or dial a ride type 

options. Cycling routes- safer, make it easier to cycle or use bus than to drive

187 quality of pavements and roads

188 Cycling infrastructurea and public transport

189 Cycle lanes, more places to park bikes etc

190 invest in free public transport.

191 cycle lanes

192 YES

193
Footpaths and cycle lanes, ring road improvements. Open the forthcoming bus-route through the Nestle site to all traffic. Tram/train at 

Haxby/Strensall etc.

194 Improving/reducing cost of public transport so people can afford to travel around the city.  Improved, safer cycle routes

195 cycle paths

196 Environmental factors

197 subsidising e-bikes and proper segregated cycling infrastructure

198 adopting/ promoting greener transport whilst easing congestion

199
More pavement repairs, more off road cycle lanes, improved priority to cyclists coming to centre, clearly marked cycle routes through paved 

centre, more bus lanes, remove bendy buses they are dangerous to cyclists, reduction in city centre parking.

200
provision for cycling- good quality and joined up cycle routes protected from cars where possible and going priority to cycling and pedestrians 

every where. electric buses from park and ride and support increase of car clubs using small electric cars or vehicles

201 Buses

202 Pot Holes drainage ditches

203 PAVEMENTS AND ROADS

204 cycle lanes and paths. Sort the out ring road out to help prevent traffic being forced into city center to get around

205 Sustainable energy solutions in transport

206 accessible transport for those with hidden disabiluties (autism/adhd)

207 Ban cars from town centre, create low emissions zone, more electric buses

208 Improved cycling routes!!!! Currently lack this and unsafe!!!

209
Making roads more cyclist friendly, promoting more people to cycle/use public transport, improving the bus systems in York and keeping them 

affordable for all

210 supporting digital avcailablility to all

211 Cycle paths, pedestrian paths, buses, public transport, improving air quality

212 Roads and better transportation services

213 Roads
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214 Roads and paths - they are in a dreadful state.
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1 Cycling

2 environm,ental factors

3 Roads

4 Road repairs, petrol vehicles

5 Environmental Factors

6 environmental restrictions

7 cycle routes that are inevitably underused

8 Your own salaries

9 Subsidies to filthy buses

10 Car parks

11 environmental factors

12 cycle pathways

13 Parks

14 LOCAL AREA CO-ORDINATERS

15 Cycle pathways

16 road and car infrstructure

17 Traffic lights holding people up

18 Cycle pathways they don't use them

19 New roads.

20 Facilitating cars

21 Pavements.

22 Cars and parking for cars

23 Subsidising private companies

24 Cycle pathways

25 Bureaucracy

26 cycle lanes

27 Private car support such as roads and car parking

28 Roads for cars

29 ring road dual carageways

30 Privatising bus services.

31 Tourist attractions

32 cycle routes

33 cyclists & push for them to be insured for the damage they cause !

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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34 cycle ways that don't get used

35 any automobile infrastructure! Cars are the past, not the future, they should be abolished wherever possible.

36 Cycling

37 Useless cycle lanes, York's to small to support it all. Accept that

38 Housing projects that will only increase congestion

39 Park and ride that benefits tourists and not residents

40 Resurfacing Stonegate. Not necessary. Too many residential roads in dire straits.

41 Ward funding in this area - it hampers truly strategic planning

42 building homes with parking spaces in the centre or we'll have more congestion

43 Cycle ways they don’t use them

44 Cycle paths

45 Cycle Pathways (further additions and schemes without a clear benefit).

46 Traffic Lights

47 Cycle pathways

48 This

49 Creating new cycleways

50 Painting old sheds not fit for purpose in our communal areas

51 Roads

52 Infrastructure for private cars.

53 Subsidies for bus companies

54 Recycling

55 Waste of time & money cycle tracks

56 CYCLE PATHWAYS

57 facilitating cars into the city centre

58 Subsiding non means tested transport discounts

59 transport

60 Ensuring York rich get their train in time.

61 Non environmental transport

62 Cycle paths

63 city centre

64 cycle lanes that narrow roads too much and actually make it dangerous for drivers as people actually need to use cars sometimes.

65 Cycle Pathways

66 Subsidising the monopoly that is First.
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67 Road repairs.

68 Cycle networks

69 Allowing cars in the city

70 Subsidising First York. Infrastructure for cyclists. We already have vast amounts of perfectly fine roads and cyclepaths to ride on.

71 Major flawed road projects

72 Cyvle Pathways

73 Bus companies

74 Stone paving

75 Council vanity projects

76 park and ride funding

77 Cycle pathways

78 cycle pathways

79 Constantly upgrading town centre pavements

80 Reduce in all areas

81 Environmental factors

82 Roads without cycle lanes

83 Repairing routes not used much

84 Ill considered road schemes

85 Councillors Pay

86 Cycle paths

87 Councillors stipends

88 Pavements

89 Cycle pathways

90 Car provision

91 park and ride

92 cycle pathways and environmental factors

93 environmental factors

94 transport

95 roads

96 Facilities for cyclists

97 Things that make using the car the easiest option

98 Effectively subsidising car ownership with free on street parking on council owned roads - city wide permit scheme would help this

99 bodging holes
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100 traffic lights and speed humps that reduce traffic flow

101 New roads or road alternations for private car use (especially involving the loss of trees, hedges or other carbon sinks).

102 Cars, parking spaces, things to do with cars

103 Cycle lanes on roads

104 Consultants and “tinkering” with road “improvements” e.g £250000 to save 12 seconds on bus routes past York hospital. They do not work.

105 providing city centre car parking

106 cycle paths (good infrastructure already)

107 providing parking spaces for cars

108 Traffic light upgrades

109 Ken Livingston’s failed bendy buses which are entirely ridiculous in town

110 cycling

111 Cycle pathways

112 council meeting biscuits

113 cycle pathways

114 cycle pathways on roads - separate

115 Cycle lanes - no one uses them properly anyway

116 Car parks

117 Roads and parking

118 car parking spaces

119 environmental factors

120 Roads

121 New roads

122 Potholes

123 none

124 Cutting grass (let's rewild!)

125 Nothing

126 Cycle paths

127 Roads

128 Traffic lights

129 Schemes that are not productive.

130 Cycle pathways

131 roundabout improvements

132 Green issues
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133
parking- automatic systems preventing need for parking attendants in car parks. In times where money is tight, maintinging only roads where 

dangerous not to- leave pot holes longer etc

134 traffic management

135 Out of teown developments and makling it easier for car drivers

136 Divert the £100m+ to be spent on the outer ring road to sustainable / green transport

137 Ringroad 'improvements', Wetherby Road roundabout hasn't made a difference to traffic.

138 car parks

139 anything to do with pollution and CO2 producing vehicles

140 Cycle routes

141 CYCLE PATHWAYS

142 park and ride

143 Stop increasing parking, bus fares, train fares. stop uber being here

144 Road infrastucture for car users

145 vehicle electric charging points

146 Environmental

147 Road closures, blocking, speed humps, calming. They all increase congestion and pollution
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1 green spaces
2 Support for families who require additional help
3 Out of school clubs, community gardens, environmental education
4 Education
5 Careers services and access to higher education
6 Child social security
7 Nothing - appropriately funded
8 education
9 Sustaining swimming pools in school s
10 Education
11 education, out-of-school activities
12 the same
13 Education, green spaces
14 Green public places
15 Green spaces for all.
16 Parks youth clubs
17 Maintenance of parks and libraries and provision of additional facilities.   Better subsidies for nurseries and pre-schools
18 Outdoor pursuit opportunities for all school children in York (if this is not already available). Coventry council run a scheme since 1966 that is a 

reference https://www.coventry.gov.uk/info/139/services_for_schools/665/plas_dol-y-moch
19 Apprenticeships and education
20 Support Services
21 Support for pregnant women for childbirth and early years so children can start school ready to learn rather than teachers having to teach things 

the parents should cover, like toilet training, sharing, socialising, early numeracy etc
22 educating young parents on benefits about food
23 Education
24 Education
25 Schools
26 early years education
27 Sports facilities, green spaces
28 Green spaces to enjoy and learn about nature
29 sure start like programmes
30 Keeping as many parks open as possible, and expanding them if possible. We can't just build on all the so-called brownfield sites in York, these 

need to be left as many of them are open grassland and important for people's wellbeing, including children playing.

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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31 Youth clubs
32 Teachers and reducing class sizes
33 EDUCATION
34 parks, outside activities
35 Green and public spaces
36 green spaces
37 Youth services public space
38 Community projects
39 outdoor parks for children, funding nursery places to be more affordable
40 More green open spaces available for schools to use
41 Parks, green spaces
42 Maximising cultural and learning opportunities for young people in deprived areas
43 Addressing child poverty
44 youth clubs
45 Support in schools and youth clubs
46 Green public spaces
47 Police
48 education
49 Cutting the grass on public spaces
50 Green spaces
51 Cutting the grass in public spaces
52 Education & ensuring that an expectation is placed upon parents to support the schools. Smaller classes
53 Community youth centres pand parks
54 Education
55 Air quality improvement.
56 Teenage support
57 Parks and recreation spaces
58 Support services
59 Promoting Our excellent Private Schools
60 EDUCATION
61 post 19 sen
62 Food security!!!!
63 opporrunities
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64 Making sure kids don't go without, ie, school dinners, which, in my case should be all free anyway, free rural travel from those out of town.

65 Green issues
66 SEN provision
67 Support services
68 green spaces
69 Education
70 not relevant to me
71 Children and Young Peoples Support Services
72 Education and teaching kids about nature and the environment
73 Education
74 Young children
75 Education
76 Support services for young people
77 Education
78 Support for pupils with SEND and EAL
79 Support services
80 Support Services
81 Education
82 Trees
83 nothing
84 Cycle paths
85 free children playground areas for winter periods
86 education
87 Education
88 youth services
89 education
90 Support for children in school for mental health and wellbeing; support services;
91 Nothing
92 Green and public spaces
93 School's
94 Maintenance of parks and libraries
95 Children of Residents
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96 Safeguarding, SEN children
97 Support for kids with learning difficulties
98 Green or public places
99 Public spaces
100 Educating children
101 targetted mental health support
102 opportunities
103 The schools which are struggling and make sure they have good resources.
104 green or public spaces
105 education
106 green spaces
107 sport and activities for children/young people
108 Education - more teachers. Support services
109 Providing public toilets that are free. Many people or carers accompanying people can't go places that don't have public toilets
110 narrow attainment gap through early years, and breakfast and after school clubs
111 youth clubs
112 Environmental sustainability and mental health services
113 Improving parks and public spaces
114 Education
115 SEN support staff in mainstream schools
116 Apprenticeships
117 health recreation
118 Children and families under 5 and vulnerable families
119 Greening the city (re climate crisis, flooding and pollution) - a range of plants that have the maximum benefit for wildlife, planted in the right 

place and looked after in the right way. More cycle lanes that are safe for children (re health).
120 Education
121 Parks and green spaces in the city walls, fun programs and childcare
122 SEN services
123 Education
124 Playgrounds and youth club support projects
125 Education, play areas for children
126 All
127 youth clubs, after school clubs, sports clubs
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128 green spaces
129 More funding for three and four year olds
130 Making schools incorporate an inclusive approach to learning that develops the brain for creative critical problem solving more modern jobs, not 

factory workers of the past.
131 - low income families should receive invitations, for there children to join local sports, makers space, games clubs - at a subsidised cost - I feel 

that it is critical the children & teens get exposure to positive role models
132 Opportunities and support services
133 green space
134 Childcare provision to support women back into employment
135 Ensuring good quality childcare provision is in place for all who need it.
136 education and support services
137 Youth services
138 education
139 parks
140 Better community provision for all children and young people aged 0-18, better targeted support services especially for 0-5's
141 Education
142 green spaces, opprtunities
143 Greater cycling support
144 'Sure start' type provision
145 helping struggling families especially with 2 working parents
146 opportunities
147 Early years education and support
148 Support services, open spaces
149 Youth services
150 education
151 Emotional health. Parental support. Funding equal opportunities
152 Support services
153 Getting the younger generation to be fitter.
154 Support services
155 Basic education
156 Urban green spaces
157 early years, parenting, libraries
158 Reducing class sizes
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159 childrens services for those in need, mental health, enable preventative work & thus reduce crisis management
160 children with special educational needs (SEN)
161 schools to reduce class sizes and iomprove physical infrastruture, more on clubs, groups and activities for kids
162 Parks and playgrounds, youth groups
163 Education
164 children's centre's
165 youth clubs
166 YES
167 Support services
168 making roads safe and green recreational space
169 Supporting parents to balance work and home life - increase early years provision to encourage women back into the work place
170 Youth services, care leavers
171 Nothing
172 indoor play spaces in the city centre where parents can relax a bit and also watch their children, there are no cafes with enough space or security 

to do this apart from the spurrier gate centre
173 GREEN SPACES
174 Education and green spaces.
175 education, accessible sevices/enrichment.
176 Opportunities and support. Mingle with businesses more.
177 Provding activities/volunteering opportunities for teenagers who are too young to work but need something to inspire and motivate them 

outside of school
178 Sports facilities for children free of charge
179 Green spaces & parks
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1 support services

2 Public spaces, although important there are other priorities to focus on

3 Public spaces

4 green initiatives

5 Your own salaries

6 Nothing - appropriately funded

7 public spaces

8 Taxis

9 LOCAL AREA CO-ORDINATERS

10 Opportunities

11

Chronic overspends on consultants in poorly managed children’s social care. Your services will be judged to be inadequate by Ofsted and yet you 

poor money into this area but without the management to get it right. All these additional costs are coming at the expense of everything outside 

of social care.

12 Support service's

13 Salaries of director and assistant directors in CYP services.

14 Nothing

15 Opportunities

16 Bureaucracy

17 leisure

18 Turning park keepers cottages into holiday lets like you did in Rowntree Park.

19 Supportimg private venues eg gyms

20

Education initiatives which have very little benefit to the majority of children and stop change. There is little wrong with our education system 

apart from expert non teachers stating how knowledge and life skills should be delivered. Ask the people who do these jobs how improvements 

can be made and listen to them.

21 Members expenses

22 n/a

23 Education

24 support services

25 Young people

26 Planting seeds on public spaces so they cannot be used by the public

27 Planting seeds in public spaces which can't them be used by the public

28 New Public spaces. If you make schools community schools the playgrounds could be used on weekends & school holidays

29 Organisations that aprpep not working especially in chapelfields

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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30 Benefits

31 Recycling

32 Inclusion, diversity & wishy washy liberal lefty nonsense

33 GREEN SPACES LEAVE THAT TO PRIVATE SECTOR

34 Educational enrichment (music etc.)

35 support services

36 Pointless meetings to discuss education where it is not necessary.

37 Support services

38 Nothing

39 Green spaces

40 Benefits

41 Subsidising private for-profit organisations.

42 Executives pay

43 Green Issues

44 Public spaces

45 Mediale

46 Council vanity projects

47 York central flood defenses

48 Opportunities

49 public spaces

50 All areas

51 Community facilities

52 N/A

53 Self Hilked Councillors pay

54 Green and public spaces

55 Councillors stipends

56 nothing

57 nothing

58 green or public spaces

59 education

60 support services

61 support services

62 can't think of anything! investing in young people is a best buy
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63 car parks

64 Funding after school care for those who can affird it

65 Social work agency staff and consultants

66 Plants that have little wildlife benefit (e.g. daffodils). Use of pesticides, especially in public and wildlife spaces.

67 green & public spaces

68 Alcohol related stuff, this city is overflowing with drunks

69 Local area initiatives

70 Conusltants

71 providing car parking spaces for teachers

72 Legal costs that can be avoided.

73 education

74 Public spaces

75 council meeting biscuits

76 all others

77 education

78 Support services

79 public spaces

80 There is not enough information here to make a sensible choice

81 Opportunity

82 idk

83 Nothing

84 Consultants fees.

85 University spending - encourage people to learn a trade.

86 Central support for schools

87 Maintain only what we have now, reduce crisis management

88 Council Directors

89 building massive ugly buildings

90 Nothing

91 Free school meals

92 OPPORTUNITIES

93 I don't think there should be any cuts to these services.

94 Education
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1 Recycle more types of plastics. Crack down on fly tipping.

2 waste and recycling

3 AIR QUALITY

4 Recycling facilities, recycling education, biomass services, allotments and community gardens

5 Green spaces

6 Improving the range of domestic waste that can be recycled. Improve public transport infrastructure / discounts for residents of all ages.

7 reducing trafic emissions

8 Planting more trees

9 More recycling - especially plastics

10 Recycling and adding wild flowers to green spaces

11 sustainable transport

12 Electric busses

13 Recycling

14 air quality, public transport, green spaces

15 the same

16 Single recycling bin / box as with other LA

17 One blue bin for all recycling

18 Planting trees.

19 discouraging Make It York from taking over public spaces

20 New ideas for sustainable transport.   Expanded recycling facilities

21
Recycling bins around the city and raising awareness about climate change issues. Keep buses running as alternative transport into the city and 

around Yorkshire.

22 Better refuse and recycling, ensuring that our green spaces are protected.

23
Brown waste recycling! Crazy we don't have it yet. Real problem for those without garden when waste collected biweekly. Stricter controls on 

coal burning for heating.

24 Recycling - one big recycle bin rather than small boxes will encourage recycling

25 Air quality and transport

26 Bins and waste.

27 Recycling more via doorstep collections eg food waste

28 ban fossil fueled vehicles from within the city walls

29 Air quality

30 Recycling

31 Reducing CO2

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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32 recycling including extending the type of materials that can be recycled

33 Cycle infrastructure

34 Tree planting, cycling, wildlife areas

35 transport

36

Recylcling more at kerbside, and labelling boxes better as I see many people contaminating waste streams with plastic trays and pots etc. More 

pedestrianised areas in town, more soft engineering to protect banks from flooding and erosion. Require stronger local planning rules on 

insulation etc whre possible. Invest in more renewable energy for Council houses/buildings.

37 Reducing bus fares for people to travel in the city £1 fare max

38 Social services this is a ticking time bomb more so than climate

39 None

40 collection of other recyclables such as tetra pak, and food waste

41 flood prevention

42 air quality, green spaces, trees, plants

43 getting the cars out

44 Recycling, fly tipping

45 Sustainable and affordable public transport, our buses and taxis are a rip off

46 More public bins and more regular collections

47 collecting wider range of recyclable items, plant pots in the city centre

48
Waste services requirements to provide better more reliable service (new vehicles) more communication and engagement with school children 

and local groups of waste and recycling within the community

49 Sustainable cleaner transport. Buses are choking the city

50
Wider recycling measures - even if not economically "viable" in the short-term. We can't wait for everyone else to do it before we take the 

plunge.

51 Tallinn has free burs for local residents, reduces car use

52 more open green space, outer ring road improvements to clean up city centre roads

53 Get rid of the recycling boxes and have recycling wheelie bins

54 Waste and recycling

55 Recycling

56 Air quality

57 Waste and recycling collection

58 Making pollution data avaliable

59 Tree planting in local woods and ings and cutting bus emissions

60 Taking out unnecessary traffic lights
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61
Recycling. When we moved to York 15 years ago, you recycled more different items than you do now. Many thermosetting plastics are no longer 

recycled because you claim to have little money.

62 Waste and recycling we need bins in order to recycle but I'm not paying for them

63 Better recycling collections, more trees.

64 Low carbon heat for your buildings - insulation first though.

65 Green spaces

66 Waste and recycling

67 Separating the recycling instead of mixing it after residents sort it

68 PLANNING

69 proper recycling centres that you can actually get into

70 Providing recycling options in city centre and increase number of places to recycling non-curb side products like film and carrier bags

71 sustainable transport

72 Paying the bin men more money for a start, because after every shift a shower is mandatory otherwise we smell.

73 improved recycling, the authorities recycle more items

74 Green spaces

75 Recycling make it more efficient

76 Recycling and Green spaces

77 Waste and recycling

78 Sustainable Transport

79

Expanding the range of materials that can be recycled. If our neighbours in East Yorkshire can do it so can York. Get rid of the boxes and just 

provide one bin for dry recycling. Plant more trees. Stop allowing people to pave gardens or turn them into parking. Insist on sustainable 

construction that is done to a high quality.

80 Public transport

81 Rewinding green spaces and parks

82 Less cars to allow more public transport

83 Green transport - a bold plan please

84 Sustainability projects

85 Street cleaning, pedestrianise city centre (except for deliveries)

86 Better sustainable transport

87 air quality

88 Congestion charging

89 Cycling

90 Nothing
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91 Cycle paths

92 recycling plants that can recycle ALL plastic's

93 sustainable transport

94 Recycling

95 waste and recycling

96 Air quality with sustainable transport

97 Increase types of waste that can be recycles at doorstep; green public transport; car free areas/times

98 Street cleaning

99 Hard to recycle goods - services such as tips.

100 Nothing

101 Recycling

102 Increasing the number of types of plastic which can be recycled, bus services

103 TRAFFIC LIGHT IMPROVEMENTS

104 Green bin collections and recycling

105 Planning and green spaces, air quality

106 Recycling facilities

107 Fuel efficient council/ local transport vehicles

108 Green infrastructure, getting more payback from greenspace

109 190

110 supporting retrofit schemes for existing properties

111 sustainable transport

112 Let us recycle more - other councils do.

113 recycling, green spaces

114 waste and recycling

115 green spaces.

116 recycling

117 Waste collection, street cleaning, sustainable transport

118
Make all one-way roads two-way for cycles. Reworking the cycle parking requirements for supermarkets, cinemas etc so all types of cycle are 

accommodated. Remove private cars and lorries including car transporters from Bootham and Gillygate...

119 introduce congestion charge, reduce traffic, pedestrianise more, plant more trees

120 education, look at other authorities like Ryedale and see how they are tackling waste and recycling.

121 Cycle infrastructure, public transport, recycling - please can there just be one bin

122 Recycling, public transport
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123 household recycling

124 Natural planting on roundabouts instead of replanting every 3 months

125 Circular economy. Proper collection and recycling of all plastics

126 Guidance from professionals to get it right. Sustainable transport. Green spaces (see previous).

127 Air quality, land quality, recycling, sustainable transport

128 Public transport (it's cheaper to get a plane to London than a train, please reduce fairs) and cycle lanes

129 Recycling initiatives - improve collections

130 Recycling and electric buses

131 Electric and dual fuel vehicles when current vehicles due for replacement

132 consider work place parking or road pricing to reduce number of vehicles entering York

133 Dont spend more but be more efficient & provide a wheelie bin for recycling as stupid boxes all get thrown in together anyway

134 All

135 Recycling more at kerbside, unsorted, e.g. wheelie bin for recyclables, encourage renewable energy, subsidise householders

136 More recycling bins around the city

137
Air pollution, recycling all capable plastics, ban diesel ASAP, plant air cleaning perennials, electric tram system, use the Ouse and the Windmill in 

Acomb to generate power already!!

138 residents give opportunity to Buy trees for the verge / sidewalk

139 Air quality, allow more items to be recycled, transport running in renewal energy

140 air quality

141 Recycling

142 Recycling services; reducing car usage.

143 air quality, recycling and sustainable transport

144 Recycling

145 sustainable transport

146 waste and recycling

147 Better recycling

148 Recycle more, flood pumps, reducing traffic congestion

149 sustainable transport

150 Reducing or restricting car use in poor air quality areas

151 All of the above

152 improving cycle routes by stopping cars parking on them

153 sutainable transport

154 Public transport
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155 Sustainable transport; Tackling pavement/grass verge parking

156 Cutting congestion and air pollution

157 rethinking waste and recycling to better standards

158 RECYCLING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

159 Sustainable transport

160 Helping the elderly with their rubbish.

161 Sustainable transport

162 Retaining green spaces

163 sustainable transport solutions, air quality, electric vehicles and recycling

164 Recycling

165 transport, cycling routes, recycling (everything recyclable should be recycled)

166 safe cycling througout the whole city

167 Cycling infrastructure - have a real vison and ambition to get 50%+ journeys on bike

168 waste and recycling

169 Parks, tree planting, cycle lanes and cycle parking

170 free public transport

171 a car free city centre

172 YES

173 Kerbside recycling (more recyclables e.g. wider plastic categories, tetra-paks etc). Energy efficiency/green generation.

174 Recycling

175 e-bikes subsidy (cycling infrastructure) and public transport

176 Look at own supply chain and role as an anchor institution

177 More park and ride less parking in centre, more pedestrian and cycle bridges

178
Get recycling sorted out its a mess!  All planning applications shroud eb reviewed in terms of sustainability, creating green spaces and reducing or 

capturing carbon

179 Emptying green waste longer ans supporting more recycling

180 helping to take larger waste and recycling items to the relevant disposal places

181 Increasing doorstep recycling

182 RECYCLING THAT WORKS

183 dog warden/enforcement and fine those that allow their dogs to foul in areas

184 Solar energy for businesses

185 bin emptying. sustainability

186 Recycling centres for clothes, low emissions zone, car free city centre
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187 Free bus transport for local residents

188 Improve bus facilites/accuracy. Improve cycle space and routes. Santander bikes?

189 Always provide free bins for residents - someone keep stealing my recycling bins but I have to pay for replacements and this is very unfair.

190
Planting trees, improving kerbside recycling, improving city centre recycling, do more street cleaning, more litter picking, plant kerbside 

wildflower meadows, improve air quality and river cleanliness

191 Recycling

192 Trees and green space
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1 sustainable transport
2 The council should introduce a tourist tax. These visitors create mess and yet council tax payers have to fund the clean up.
3 planning
4 Fossil fuel - run vehicles, incineration
5 Recycling
6 sustainable transport,planning
7 cycling facilities
8 Your own salaries
9 Promotional literature, newsletters etc
10 air quality, green spaces
11 planning
12 Green spaces there's enough in york
13 Planning
14 Rubbish public transport system.  Don't put money in to a company that doesn't provide a good service
15 Cycle lanes they use the road
16 Improving public transport
17 attracting too many visitors
18 Car infrastructure in city centre: ban cars from centre.
19 City centre, more on green spaces.
20 Nothing
21 Bureaucrats
22 buying diesel  buses
23 Planning
24 Planning
25 Increased car infrastructure
26 Flood defences such as walls and barriers -- trees are much better
27 recycling publicity
28 Massive car parks that encourage cars e.g. St Georgre's field.
29 Overpriced car parks

30 education on the environment the vast majority of people are aware of the problems associated with our environment . We are overdosed on it.

31 None

32 collection of landfill rubbish

33 n/a

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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34 Bus services that run empty

35 Electric points within the city

36 New buildings

37 Traffic lights

38 A waste centre for the west of york

39
Fining people for not separating their recycling. We've watched it go into the lorries and it is all mixed in there so why do we have to separate it 

all?

40 Transport not fit for purpose like first york buses

41 Everything else.

42 Recycling

43 Stupid headline grabbing political initiatives

44 GREEN SPACES/AIR QUALITY

45 Green spaces - Families struggling to provide meals in summer holidays can't afford to even make it into the city centre to enjoy green spaces

46 planning

47 Paying the bin mens bosses in the offices who are on silly money less.

48 Stopping cars entering the city

49 Planning

50 Car access

51 Roads for car accessibility

52 Remove the post of executive member for climate change, complete waste of money. Stop paying for First's hugely expensive green buses.

53 Major flawed road projects

54 Sustainable transport

55 Recycling

56 Council vanity projects

57 waste disposal to landfill

58 Green Spaces

59 Shouldn't be a either/or but green spaces

60 Carbon neutral target

61
Household refuse collection.  Force business in the city to recycle (many bars and pubs send glass, plastic & cans to landfill becaue it's cheaper 

than getting 2 sets of refuse collection)

62 All areas.

63 Sending waste for incineration

64 Councillors No Efforts  Pay Hike
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65 Councillors stipends

66 Less on unachievable goals...neutral by 2030??

67 Concrete

68 60

69 park and ride

70 planning and green spaces

71 sustainable transport

72 sustainable transport

73 Planning

74 Things that make using a car easier and more convenient for drivers such as multi-storey car parks

75
electric vehicle infrastructure - need to minimise private cars not just change to another type. penalise non-electric and the market will provide 

for electric for those willing to pay the premium for private cars

76 black bin collections

77 petrol buses

78 Diesel buses and taxis

79 Projects that remove carbon sinks.

80 Nothing, the environment is the most important issue

81 Allotments

82 Air quality

83 Consultants

84
Non solar Christmas lights hung until April, and the planting of annuals in city gardens is wasteful, useless council staff who don’t hit targets like 

Goldman Sachs.

85 - limit the types (colours/grad) of plastic in our city  - (lowering the cost of recycling)

86 Green spaces. We already have enough such as the gardens outside Yorkshire museum and the Minster!

87 Transport

88 council meeting biscuits

89 all others

90 planning

91 Cycling infrasturcture

92 Car parks inside of the city walls

93 None of the above

94 car parking places other than for disabled

95 planning and green spaces
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96 Car parking

97 There is not enough information here to make a sensible choice

98 planning

99 Cutting grass - let's rewild

100 Nothing

101 Filling it up with houses.

102 Recycling

103 Electric buses

104 landfill. Consider recycling points in villages/ areas rather than door to door

105 anotthing that makes it easier to use a car

106 sustainable transport

107 dualing roads

108 building more road capacity

109
Cancel out being road dualling and anything CO2 and pollution producing -seriously the city has declared a climate and environmental emergency 

anything else is life service

110 Building on Green spaces

111 AIR QUALITY

112
You'll never achieve a carbon neutral city by 2030 - do not throw money away trying to achieve the impossible. Do not spend extra money here if 

it means another aspenct takes a hit.

113 Planning
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1 planning and infrastructure
2 Social housing
3 Small homes, starter homes, social housing, council housing, green housing, communal living
4 Affordable housing
5 broadband availability
6 Plan and build more social housing to at least replace homes lost to right to buy each year
7 imaginative, creative, world-class designers and architects
8 Tram network
9 Nothing - this is for the market.
10 Social housing
11 affordable housing
12 Local community building s
13 Broadband Availability
14 brownfield redevelopment, protecting green space, lower density development
15 the same
16 Roads
17 Empty properties. Supporting good landlords.
18 Upgrading current council properties
19 council housing and broadband availability
20 Careful thought and proper consultation before planning permission is given, especially when it involves more blocks of flats
21 Green new builds, including funding by local investors or Abundance. Training for apprentices in green construction so future projects can use 

strong pool of local workers. Get fibre broadband to each house. Ensure not too many properties lost to Airbnb like dozens of flats on my street, 

Wenlock Terrace.
22 Affordable housing
23 Affordable and social housing
24 Infrastructure
25 High broadband speeds (support the working from home/small business economy as that generates income and individual spending in the city), 

home insulation
26 affordable housing
27 Social housing
28 Cheaper housing
29 Brownfield sites

30 affordable and eco housing,

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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31 Affordable housing

32 Sustainable affordable housing

33 family homes

34
Enabling spaces to exist for small, local and independent businesses near any new housing and other areas. High percentage of social housing 

should be part of any new housing e.g. 50%. High passivhaus standard building techniques needed across the board of all new and existing stock.

35 Housing

36

local councils building Council Homes which are run, managed and maintained by the Council(as it used to be) and not sub contracted out. 

Money has never been cheaper to borrow to finance this. This obviously would require a change in the law to revoke the "Right to Buy" law to 

stop councils having to sell after x number of years.

37 Getting sleepers off the streets

38 physical infrastructure - adding 800 homes in Germany Beck on the A19 without improving the roads will cause even longer tailbacks

39 Social housing

40 Developing York city centre into more than a drinking destination. I rarely go near it and I live next to it. I'd rather drive to monks cross

41 internet signal to be available in all the city

42 Affordable housing single young and working population wanting to get onto the housing ladder

43 Social housing and improving existing estates.

44 Social housing - your current housing strategy will deliver a net loss of this unless you change it.

45 Build council houses near good public transport

46 innovative, beautiful, environmentally friendly buildings - using skills we're supposed to have as an IT and Science city

47 Social housing

48 Affordable housing

49 Broadband availability

50 Roads

51 Transport infrastructure such as roads

52 Social housing

53 Affordable and sustainable council housing

54 Better quality new homes.

55 Heat networks.

56 Reducing business rates

57 Affordable housing

58 Exclusive large houses with large gardens

59 PLANNING AND INFRASTRUCTURE

60 council housing
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61
York's recent affordable housing is not actually affordable (we are a two income family with 5 degrees between us and they are still unaffordable 

on a doctor's wage)

62 infrastructure and sustainability

63 Building houses.

64 Proper infrastructure for new developments

65 fast broadband

66 Broadband availability

67 Housing

68 building homes to rent but making sure the infastructure can support new homes

69 Social Housing

70 Quality, well built sustainable and efficient housing.

71 Insulation

72 Sustainability

73 Smart housing

74 Affordable housing

75 Property developments providing homes and flats of reasonable (i.e. not the size of a postage stamp) at a price people can actually afford

76 Affordable housing

77 social housing

78 Social Housing

79 Infrastructure

80 Insulation

81 Nothing

82 Council house building

83 telecoms infrastructure as speeds are slow

84 planning an infrastructure, quality and standards

85 Affordable housing

86 affordable housing

87 Social housing

88 Affordable housing

89 Building on brownfield & Greenfield sites.

90 Building Council houses

91 Nothing

92 Schools
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93 BUILD A  HOUSE

94 Council housing building very important

95 Planning and infrastructure, broadband availability

96 Social housing

97 Assisting & financing  true local into private housing

98 Housing quality

99 100

100 rail

101 affordable housing

102 Affordable housing. Stop builders using section 106 all the time. They won't voluntarily build affordable homes.

103 detached housing

104 planning and infrastructure

105 low cost housing that is fit for purpose. and also available for working single people.

106 Affordable housing, social housing

107 Education about the benefits (to the individual as well as the planet) on  how to insulate your home

108
council owned social housing, passive house high quality homes, beautiful 21st century York designs (progressive, utopian, locally rooted), 

"button" development at district centres (up to 5/6 stories near local services and on best transport links)

109 quality and standards - improving the stock we already have

110 Affordable housing

111 Affordable housing

112 smaller, cheeper houses

113 Housing for residents not students  broadband for york outer residents

114 Carbon Neutral homes for for the future

115
Sustainability. Developments that involve creating genuinely positive (not token) green spaces and wildlife-friendly adaptations (see guidance 

from RSPB & Wildlife Trusts).

116 infrastructure

117 Council housing, social housing, housing in general

118 Social Housing - improving and creating

119 Affordable housing

120 Building homes for local residents

121 fast broad band and social housing. Insulating poor quality housing

122 Many areas in York Naburn & Wheldrake etc have mobile blackspots

123 All
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124 Social housing is a must,

125 supporting car-free developments

126 Affordable housing for working people

127
Creating better roads for the demanding population in the next 100 years.  Banning housing used for holiday rentals (like Airbnb) like Los Angeles 

has recently done to create housing opportunities and boost suffering hotels.

128
future homes will need three phase power  (battery/Vehicle to Grid)   :Council need to buy empty shops and make them available to starting 

business (with out a 10 year leases)

129 Help combat homelessness by making as many cheap and affordable homes for people stepping on the property ladder.

130 affordable housing

131 Infrastructure

132 Affordable, accessible, social housing.

133 social and affordble housing

134 Affordable homes for all

135 none

136 social housing

137 Better housing, better management of what is available, policing landlords

138 Making spaces available for housing that aren’t flood plains

139 social housing

140 Carbon neautral housingstandqrds

141 Council housing with no right to buy

142 plots for self build with support for the owners

143 sustainability and broadband availability

144 Social housing

145 Affordable social housing

146 Energy-saving measures

147 quality and standards, social housing

148 Affordable, accessible homes

149 Social housing

150 Training scheme managers to learn how to work side by side with elderly residents.

151
Affordable housing. Rent costs in York are out of control. Our 2 bedroom, old and moldy terraced house is £800pcm! Rent! How can anyone 

afford to save to buy? It's not even in town, it's the far end of Holgate.

152 Affordable housing.

153 Broadband
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154 affordable housing, social housing and associated infrastructure... drainage,

155 speeding planning applications for affordable homes

156 quality & standards of housing we do have- repair & ensure they meet the needs of residents, accessibility

157 affordable housing (not council houses of old)

158 planning and infrastructure

159 homes

160 affordable housing for residents

161 YES

162 Affordable homes - saw in the news recently that York had to return unspent HTB receipts to central gov't. Shameful waste!

163 social housing

164 Social housing

165 20 minute communities (remove dependency on car focused retail)

166 Engaging local communities to avoid Nimby-ism and use newconstruction methods / modular housing

167
Ensuring chilren have access to it at home, ensure infrastructure meets resididents needs not just businesses eg the pavement needs to be an 

interesting space when market stalls are not there

168 improve broadband and mobile phone connection across the city and surrounding area-  Go for world status on sustainability on all infrastructure

169 Social housing

170 they are all too expensive to afford anyway

171 SOCIAL HOUSING

172 Affordable housing

173 developing existing housing

174

Private rental prices are skyrocketing and this needs to be controlled in some way - I am lucky to be a homeowner, but if I wanted to rent 

somewhere of a similar size to my house it would cost tripple my mortgage repayments, people are paying through the nose to line private 

landlords pockets whie banks tell them they can't afford a mortgage that would actually be cheaper. This is wrong on so many levels.

175 Building council and social housing

176 Social Housing
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1 social housing

2 Broadband

3 Corporations, tourists!

4 Broadband availability

5 affordable housing, social housing, quality and standards,

6 the clowns you're employing at the moment

7 Your own salaries

8 Endless consultation and seeking views

9 affordable housing

10 socail housing

11 Town centre pubs

12 Social housing

13 Community Stadium

14 Housing

15 New building schemes.

16 affordable & social housing are meaningless words

17 No more digging up pavements for broadband cables please

18 Social housing and council housing

19 Broadband/ Free wifi

20
Acquiescing to the interests of private companies and landlords. Create inventive ways to create affordBle homes that csnt just be bought and 

then sold in 5 to 10 years

21 Bureaucracy - get more efficient about decision-making

22 Broadband

23 Bureaucracy

24 Car parking

25 Non-green houses

26 flats and student accommodation

27
Obsessing over being a 'wi-fi' city when we have PEOPLE STARVING TO DEATH ON THE STREETS AND LIVING IN 'SEX FOR RENT' SLUM LANDLORD 

housing.

28
promoting affordable housing which is only affordable if you can afford it. I think that the term affordable  is incorrect as most people's annual 

salary is too small to buy an affordable home.

29 The man with 12 kids and who won't work

30 Castle gateway

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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31 Stop kidding yourselves that York is an affordable place to live

32 Social housing for those not willing or not looking to up skill or work (that are able to work)

33 Too much student accommodation new build and space given over to hotels

34
Not really spending less - but just come to terms with the fact that we need to set ourselves on longer term investments if we are to quickly 

address our social housing needs.

35 papering over the cracks, dull architecture

36 Social housing

37 Broadband

38 Social housing

39 Social housing

40 Buses

41 Buses

42

Broadband. We would prefer to choose our own supplier rather than be charged on our rent for a poor quality supplier. Talk talk will never be 

better than Virgin Media, even with UFO. It was bad enough we had to pay for an antenna we never used because we do not watch free to air 

television.

43 Broadband and private lets

44 Car facilities.

45 Recycling

46 Flats and shoeboxes

47 SOCAIL HOUSING

48
However, my cousins who CHOOSE not to work have three bedroom council houses they are allowed to stay in regardless of changes in their 

circumstances.

49 social housing ( people need to be encouraged to earn a pay)

50
Enticing the rich, in London, to snap up the affordable housing, come on, I'm not stupid, neither are you, reading this out to all those in front of 

you, sleep well.

51 Social housing

52 building on flood planes

53 Broadband Availability

54 Creating homes and world class infrastructure

55
Get rid of the right to buy scheme, it’s depleting the housing stock and the discount offered would not be available to people who work hard and 

do not qualify for social housing.

56 Vehicle access

57 Affordable housing
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58 Council houses. In particular, expensive passivhaus-like initiatives are not an acceptable spend for council houses.

59 Broadband

60 Luxury developments and expensive student accommodation

61 Constant tourist promotion

62 Social housing

63 Roads

64 Council vanity projects

65 street lighting

66 social housing

67 Broadband availability

68 Infrastrute for tourism Inclusio

69 Building housing estates for the wealthy

70 Selling land for private house builders

71 All areas

72 Technology

73 Councillors self awarded Pay

74 Councillors stipends

75 on infrastructure ie stupid planning rules ie newts

76 100

77 street repairs

78 broadband availability

79 flats or other attaching housing

80 social housing

81 broadband availability

82 Broadband availability

83 Inviting tenders from developers with terrible reputations, who build tiny homes without entrance halls for coats, shoes, push chairs etc

84
protecting green belt. don't allow dormitory car dependent suburb construction - must have viable local centres and transport links, but have a 

position in favour of sustainable development on the green belt

85
Encouraging people to buy their own place and give people affordable roofs over their heads.  it isn't a right to own your home but you are 

entitled to a safe place to live.  That won't adversely effect your mental or physical health.

86 Broadband, high income housing

87 broadband

88 Energy inefficient homes
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89 Developments involving the removal of important carbon sinks.

90 housing

91 Private landlords, student housing (renters who charge per room can charge more for less and rent is out of control in this city))

92 Broadband availability

93 Broadband availability

94 Teardrop development

95 part buy and 'affordable' housing which rarely is

96 widening roads

97 On Broadband

98
Roundabouts on the ring road (opposite of your self described world class info structure) and other wasteful decisions like amping up anti 

terrorism barriers when the city could be completely pedestrian

99
make money from green tech such as "https://char.gy/councils" (charging points in street lighting - councils get a cut of the fees payed)  spend 

less of licensing software - start to switch suitable systems to linux / Ubuntu

100 broadband

101 Social housing

102 council meeting biscuits

103 Students

104 social housing

105 sustainability

106 Broadband schemes

107 dualling the ring road

108 social housing

109 Prestige projects

110 Consultants

111 broadband

112 Inaccessible housing. Flats.

113 Nothing

114 Planning new villages that are not needed.

115 meetings and planning

116 fighting to protect the green belt

117 building new homes that arent good standards or suitable for ageing population

118 broadband availability

119 attracting developers who build high end properties
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120 Faffing about with the Local Plan. Get it finished!

121 Expensive development sites that don't progress

122 Building too many flats

123 AFFORDABLE HOUSING

124 building new houses

125
Nothing more needs spending on broardband availability - we're one of the most connected cities on the UK, people simply don't seem to take 

advantage of this.

126 Broadband

127 Advertising and consultancy!
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1 crime

2 Public toilets

3 Lighting, out of school activities and clubs, education, community groups

4 Crime

5 heritage and tourism support

6 keeping the city free of drunks, yobs and stag parties

7 Incision

8 A safe event space

9 crime

10 Local people and services such as wi do free

11 Combating Crime

12 heritage, tolerance of diversity, inclusion

13 the same

14 Youth Service,

15 Stopping Drugs and crime

16 Protecting our historic buildings and features.

17 time on policy to deal with anti social behaviour.

18 Community centres,  shared spaces.  Home help and support .  Cultural festivals

19 I think it's about right, actually...

20 Heritage

21 Cultural inclusin

22 Policing

23 Evidence-based approaches to reducing crime

24 Crime prevention

25 Public open spaces

26 Cultural events

27 Natural heritage

28 people centred activities

29

Including community groups in decisions such as York Civic Trust. start policing illegal uber drivers and cars flouting pedestrianisation instead of 

bullying homeless people. Stop allowing large story new buildings in York that ruin the cityscape e.g. new hotels and apartments.

30 Policing the streets

31 Active policing where there are officers on the streets. I rarely see a police officer walking around they are nearly as rare as the Dodo.

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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32 Police / Ambulance / & other services support

33 Crime / Policing (expand the CIZ)

34 Working with disadvantaged youths that are often the source of the issue when it comes to anti-social behaviour

35 better lighting in the night

36 Supporting local areas that have issues with ASB and social exclusion

37 Genuinely supporting - not just signposting to broken services - struggling families and individuals at risk getting involved in crime

38 Making culture more inclusive. Sport & leisure

39 mental health provision, youth clubs

40 Support for children to stop bad behaviour before it starts

41 Emergency services like police, ambulance, fire department

42 Crime

43 Local culture and people

44 Local people

45

Targeting those who repeatedly offend. Ensure that elderly, disabled or vulnerable relatives of those you arrest are cared for if the person you 

are arresting is sole or main carer. I have seen first hand how little you & Notyh Yorkshire police care about those left unable to care for 

themselves for hours whilst an arrest is made. In one case, it hastened the death of an elderly woman with early stages of dementia who had 

nothing to eat or drink for 15 + hours & she couldn't move around because the police turned her house upside down.

46 Crime and inclusion

47 Crime, stopping drunken yobs at a weekend.

48 Support for community groups and their buildings.

49 Heritage and tourist facilities

50 Support networks

51 Policing and punishing the drug dealers

52 CRIME

53 Food banks, emergency housing for teenagers and support to keep them in education as long as possible.

54 crime

55 Talking closer to York residents and their community issues.

56 Visible deterrents eg CCTV

57 Inclusion

58 community police patroles as the culture of groups of youngsters gathering in public places may be inocent but can be very intimadating

59 Crime Prevention and working alongside the Police

60 Interacting with the youth who may cause antisocial behaviour.

61 Cameras
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62 Crime

63 Heritage

64 Keeping York a heritage city not a drinking venue

65 Crime

66 Discouraging drunkenness during the weekends, especially on a Saturday afternoon. Discourage drinking tourism.

67 heritage subsidies

68 Crime

69 Heritage

70 Technology’s

71 Getting community payback schemes to do more useful work

72 Sponsoring PCSOS. Hi tech CCTV and analytics inked to police control rooms

73 green field areas

74 cultural opportunities and inclusion, support network and crime

75 Crime

76 homelessness

77 Inclusion

78 More spending on rehabilitation and support for those who come into contact with the criminal justice system

79 The police precept

80 Dealing with crime and anti social behaviour

81 Nothing

82 Law enforcement

83 Getting  rid of stag and hen parties asap

84 Support networks, cultural opportunities

85 Police

86 Heritage protection and promotion

87 100

88 the arts

89 crime prevention

90 Engage with volunteer groups in the community who provide so much from sport to theatre groups. Small grants can make all the difference.

91 police

92 crime

93 sport/leisure facilities for young people to stop them hanging around

94 Crime prevention and detection, cultural opportunities
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95 Developing active tourism

96 tackling violence against women, cultures of violence. compulsory anti-violence&misogyny workshops with teens.

97 cutural opportunities and inclusion, support networks

98 Culture arts heritage

99 No idea what you are talking about

100 Social programs, job centres and rehabilitation

101 SEN and Multi-Cultural Inclusion Opportunities

102 Crime and inclusion

103 Spend more on fewer, better festivals rather than encouraging „a festival a week“

104 museums and policing

105 All

106 Free museum access on weekdays

107 crime prevention and enforcement of existing regulations such as litter dropping, cycling in pedestrianised areas outside of allowed times etc.

108 Creating safe places in york and getting the message out about it

109 Crime prevention and road safety

110 Community centres that connect the old and young to equally help each other, as well as connecting each other through the history of the city.

111 Inclusion

112 encouraging locals to visit the city for free

113 Heritage, cultural opportunities

114 support networks, cultural opportunities and heritage

115 Community policing

116 crime prevention

117 anti social stag and hen parties

118 Crime prevention, tackling ASB

119 Stronger limits on pubs and bars selling alcohol to drunk people

120 support networks

121 Reducing inequalitites

122 special passes for york residents to give nearly free access to all the museums and veues

123 crime

124 Grassroots community development and support

125 Museums and theatre

126 crime prevention,heritage

127 Discounts for relatives (and parking for them)
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128 Crime

129 Cultural inclusion including trans, LGBTQ+ and multiculturalism

130 Playing Fields to encourage children to do something

131 Cut down stag & hen culture

132 we need more access to creativity, the arts and heritage in our schools, libraries and communities

133 Police on the streets

134
mental health support that is appropriate & preventative- police shouldnt have to be the 'plan' for someone to contact in a crisis or picking up 

the peices although they are very good at this.

135 ASB in the new city centre developments such as Hungate

136 crime

137 local areas - coordinators

138 community policing and keeping the city centre a safe and pleasant place to be on a weekend

139 suppport networks

140 Inclusion and support networks

141 Supporting diverse local independent highstreet retail

142 Establising an evening offer in York, which inlcudes retail, information, historic attractions (not just food, drink and theatre)

143 Community cultural opportunities to improve wellbeing and improve social isolation

144 Nothing

145 Tasers & stop / search

146 INCLUSIONS

147 Youth support networks

148 police, inclusion, heritage

149
Create more free activity groups for house wives with various cultures to mingle and learn more about york and each other. Mum never has 

anything to do here

150 The police need a boost to their funding as they are so stretched and overworked

151 Community Involvement
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1 inclusion

2 heritage

3 Tourists, tourist areas and events, city centre funding

4 Cultural Opportunity

5 inclusion, support networks

6 Leeman Road brownfield site redevelopment

7 encouraging drunks, yobs and stag parties

8 Pointless terrorist barriers

9 Libraries

10 cultural opportunities and heritage

11 inclusion

12 Culture

13 Heritage

14 Support

15 New buildings.

16 Inclusion networks

17 Heritage

18 Those awful anti terror barriers. Terrorism now driven by lone wolves and ugly barriers wont stop it and actually create wider risk

19 Cultural opportunities - what are these? Sound waffly and money-consuming!

20 Culture

21 Ugly anti terror bollards

22 promotional materials ads for historic city etc

23 n/a

24 All except the above

25 Culture / heritage. It's still needed massively though

26
Tourism within York - York is a great tourist attraction in its own right. But many residents feel tourism spending overshadows spending for the 

benefit of York residents.

27 supporting the drinking culture

28 Weak signposting schemes to broken services

29 Barriers, around city centre, instead block cars from entering at all

30 cultural opportunities

31 Minority groups

32 Economic migrants

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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33
Tourism & students from outside York. Currently it appears that the council is more concerned with attracting tourists & students than their own 

residents. Far too often you close off entire areas for races, foot or horse, meaning carers cannot get in & people cannot get out.

34 Heritage

35 Inviting Newcastle to York for the weekend!

36 Recycling

37 Policing

38 Inclusion and lefty PC rubbish

39 INCLUSION

40 Heritage, cultural opportunities etc. - priorities should be ensuring a basic quality of life for all residents.

41 support networks

42 York has its own heritage and doesn't need advertising.

43 Cultural Opportunities

44 Support networksc

45 The rest

46 Inclusion

47 Tourist advertising

48 New bars and restaurants that encourage antisocial behaviour

49 Heritage

50 Crime

51 Roads

52 Council vanity projects

53 Wardens whatever they are

54 don't sell greenbelt / flood plane land

55 Support networks

56 Crime

57 Punishing those most vulnerable by removing rough sleepers belongings

58 Internal enforcement

59
Tourist bedroom tax - many foreign countries charge a fee of 1-2USD/AUS/EUR/YEN per person per night staying in a hotel room.  Minimal effect 

on tourists, no effect on residents and probably a large source of income.

60 All areas

61 Councillors self awarded  pay Hike

62 Make it York hopeless!

63 Crime
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64 nothing

65 Cars, parking, support networks, community safety (this is police work)

66 50

67 nothing

68 cultural opportunities

69 cultural opportunities

70 heritage

71 cultural opportunities and inclusion

72 Support networks

73 Relying on the traditional areas of tourism - romans, chocolate...

74 low level drug crime (cannabis use etc) and low level youth ASB (graffiti,

75 heritage

76 support networks

77 Alcohol, the drinking culture here is disturbing and dangerous

78 Heritage

79 Make it York

80 Homeless spikes on benches

81 Building all weather football pitches etc what a waste of money

82 Allowing private schools to not pay council tax, it’s now ridiculous!

83 Support networks

84 council meeting biscuits

85 all other areas

86 inclusion - taxis for SEN children - go to local school no need to spend money sending them to another school

87 20 mph zones - most are obvious

88 heritage

89 Prestige projects

90 Police and Crime Commissioner

91 inclusion

92 He parties

93 Nothing g

94 tourism and tourists

95 Grants to Art projects

96 maintain only what we have- no investment in new projects- we just dont have the money for this
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97 The art gallery - its poor

98 cultural opportunities and inclusion

99 Make it York, events and "festivals".  Get more private funding/sponsorships to cover these.

100 hertiage

101 Christmas market

102 Promoting York as a hend/stag/party destination and therefore managing the complaints that follow

103 Cultural events when money is tight

104 Left wing socialist inclusion projects

105 HERITAGE

106 Heritage

107 Advertising, make it York and other ridiculous ideas!
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1 accountability

2 Don't spend more!

3 Accountability

4 Communication

5 Getting on with it

6 Communication

7 Services

8 Acountability & Transparency

9 the same

10 Easier to speak to and communicate. Less social media tit for tat arguing.

11 Getting rid of HMOs houses are for residents not students

12 Workers on low wages.

13 Stop sick pay within the council it is abused

14 time on policy to reduce licensed premises

15 Better communication about events.  Working in partnership with local businesses and charities

16 Communication - a quarterly update on what has been done.

17 Consultation and leadership

18 Actual accountability. Blind hiring and interview practices.

19 Accountability

20 Restructuring

21 Bold leadership

22 Tackling the climate emergency

23 opening meeting to the public and on line coverage

24 Listing out Council decisions on the public website in a clear and concise format that people who aren't rocket scientists can understand.

25 Communication

26 Communication, consultation

27 Transparency on decisions made, as it looks like you've got a long term plan to get vehicles out of the city centre

28 make people aware what you spend on, where your funding comes from (including the EU)

29
Accountability and looking into sick levels within the council - putting in place an effective policy followed by all departments and support for 

employees

30 Better communication with council tax payers as to council’s intentions

31
Providing relevant scrutiny committees with an early sight of decisions which the Exec will be making/nodding through. There is a democratic 

deficit here.

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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32 Partnership - create a network with big companies to bring new employment

33 Accountability, Transparency

34 Finding out what York peole want

35 Making pollution data available

36 Recruiting & training Housing Managers who actually care about their tenants & not just the myriad of other jobs you ha e them do.

37 Communication and leadership because it does not work effectively

38 Accountability.

39 Actions based on scientific analysis

40 Better access to council committees

41 Communication

42 Hiring better people and getting rid of the underperforming people in the council

43 TRANSPARENCY

44 leadership

45
Consulting with charities (Trussell Trust etc.) who are attempting to fill shortfalls in funding to see how funds could be appropriated to relieve this 

shortfall

46 consultation

47 Trying to get your staff to answer the phone for a start off !!! Efficiently and effectively use resources, are you kidding.

48 Meeting the public for their views

49 Transparency

50 Accountability, Stopping Bullying, Transparency

51 Collaboration with other councils. Get the local plan sorted

52 Consultation

53 Transparency

54 Accountability - residents feel unloved

55 Make it easier to contact the council, need to be quicker at responding to people

56 Transparency

57 Accountability

58 Partnerships

59 Stopping secrecy in council decision making

60 Get a tech partner who can develop solutions and save money longer term as well as increasing outcomes

61 self driving cars

62 partnership and leadership

63 Accountability
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64 transparency, partnerships

65 Accountability

66
Increased transparency and communication with public - increased consultation with public through partnership with community and voluntary 

sector

67 Lower graded staff

68 Nothing

69 Communication and consultation

70
Increase councillor allowances to encourage members of the public from all backgrounds and income levels to stand for election, increase 

funding for the Lord Mayor and her team, increase funding for the procurement team to drive better value for money from contracts

71 WE  WISH,  A None Listening and Acknowledging

72 Waste of f time it won't happen!!!

73 Communication and transparency

74 residents... not council non ljobs

75 Consultation

76 100

77 engagement and consultation

78 accountability

79 Partnerships like North Yorkshire's Stronger Communities initiative.

80 accountability

81 transparency

82 transparency

83 Transparency and accountability

84 Enabling people to engage - teach us how

85
public engagement, investment in assets which provide an income stream (especially in strategic areas like social housing and business 

incubation)

86 transparency and partnerships

87 flooding

88 Comuncating with residents in villages

89

An accessible online resource dedicated to green issues with links to: the climate committee (with details of the Council's strategy for dealing 

with the climate crisis and the ecological emergency, minutes of past meetings, actions, upcoming meetings etc); a page for all the recycling 

initiatives, a page highlighting any proposed projects that will have an impact on any significant carbon sinks (e.g. mature trees) and information 

on how to object, a page on relevant petitions, a page on upcoming green volunteer work etc.

90 GPs, your phone service, increasing approachability for younger citizens
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91 Lower paid staff, accountability

92 Community lead budgets

93 Mire transparency & in parish councils too

94 All

95 talking to other people including staff and listening

96

Transparency and honestly. (Still no records retention schedule still....completely useless!!)  I have evidence in several emails where council staff 

have been lying to me about the details of my property.  The council need to increase their wages to attract more knowledgeable staff workers 

who may want a career in politics.

97 Accountability

98 Accountable and transparent planning processes.

99 transparency

100 Communication and organisation

101 transparency and accountablity

102 Partnerships and engaging communities

103 Consultations and presentations outside of work hours

104 accountability and communications

105 making sure that members of staff are york residents it does not work to employ staff from elsewhere

106 transparency

107 Building effective grassroots partnerships

108 Accountability

109 Accountability and transparency

110 Consulatations. Advertising consultations. Being trasparent. Keeping us up to date.

111 Leadership

112 Wish their was more transparency.

113 More open communication. I didn't know about this survey, just happened to come across it when looking for something else. People have no 

114 Productive council operation.

115 Accountability

116 transparency, accountability, communication, partnerships and leadership.

117 Communicating directly to residents

118 partnerships with vol sector, not putting organisations in competition with each other, but collaborative working- properly

119
the quality of the streamed video from meetings is awful. A little money would solve the issue and possibly lead to more peole viewing. PS. the 

behaviour of some councilloers needs to be addressed also.

120 accountability
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121 supporting staff - stress, sickness and alcohol misuse

122 including residents in decision making

123
Making information more accessible on decision making, supporting data/evidence, performance/success of schemes after the fact (e.g. have 

transport schemes delivered the expected improvements?).

124 transparency

125 Partnerships

126 consultation and transparency

127 Research and meaningful engagement to underpin decision making and take the time to update customers and stakeholders in an accessible way

128 Enhance strength based approach even further

129

I think council is very open -though of course as always indformal agreements made behind closed doors are impossible to know. More 

responsive to ideas and support residents in making changes rather than just a consultation that makes no difference or is met with platitudes.  

The current consultations around housing developments are an excellent start as long as hey are followed through

130 Nothing

131 Recruiting better people

132 COMMUNICATION

133 Transparency and accountability.

134 Transparent minutes of meetings and recording of my council meetings, voting records of individual councillors

135 Consultation
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1 partnerships and leadership
2 Council should not think it can always take more from people. There needs to be more innovation on doing things more efficiently and a review 

into what the council should and shouldn’t be doing
3 Public services pay, bonuses, expenses
4 Consultants
5 consultation
6 the astonishing lack of productivity in council services
7 Salaries
8 Endless public meetings with pointless challenge
9 consultation
10 consultation
11 Taxis
12 Leadership
13 Partnerships
14 Chief executive, Directors and assistant directors salaries.
15 Internal red tape
16 Unnecessary consultancy  jobs for mates etc
17 Council activities - just focus on key areas and work more efficiently
18 Consultation
19 Bureaucracy
20 consultants
21 Expensive consultants that don't achieve anything.
22 Beurocacy
23 Leadership and their salaries / pensions
24 Consults for work that can be undertaken by skill base within the council or within the local group of councils (NYCC, East Riding Etc)
25 Weak, non-binding pet projects on establishing York's "values" or "brand" which have very little bearing on how decisions are actually made
26 Reorganisation
27 Make it York and tacky Christmas markets
28 High salaries for council staff at leadership levels
29 partnerships and leadership.

30 Agenda driven consultations where only minority groups are represented

31 Roads

32 You should automatically be presenting transparently so you should need to spend nothing on this at all.

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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33 Councillors who are not doing the work they are supposed to be doing

34 .... Public consultation?

35 Recycling

36 People. - The Council employs too many incompetent entrepreneurs people

37 accountability, communication, consultation, partnerships and leadership.

38
Consultants charge disproportionately high rates for essentially performing the same task as a think tank in which residents from a variety of 

backgrounds could provide input for free, so I would hope that York City Council is not peeing money away on consultants

39 partnership

40 Passing the problem to others, ie; Its not our department, you will have to ring xxxxxxxx et

41 beurocracy

42 Consultation

43 Allowances and pay rises.

44 Leadership

45 All the above

46 Accountability

47 Councillor pay (incl. 'expenses').

48 Flawed projects. Executives pay, consultants fees

49 Consultation

50 Roads

51 Council vanity projects

52 Less on internal narrowly focussed tech

53 buses

54 Leadership

55 Partnerships

56 Management

57 Reduce all areas

58 Advertising

59 Councillors IGNORING Residents

60 Councillors stipends

61 unrealistic council pay structure and pensions

62 Self congratulation, accountancy

63 50

64 strategic partnerships
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65 consultation, partnerships and leadership

66 unacceptably high pay rises or expensive contractors

67 partnerships and leadership

68 consultation

69 Partnerships ans leadership

70 The mayor having a car

71 executive remuneration and use of consultants

72 river saftey - more

73 City council offices in the centre of town where noone can aget to

74 partnerships and leadership

75 Older people, they are involved enough

76 Bonuses for top earners, pointless managers

77 Temporary executive appointments

78 promoting business interests at the expense of others

79 Meetings - sometimes attend 3 or 4 meetings that all say the same thing

80 Resentful staff members who have zero accountability or any motivation to do a good job.

81 Partnerships

82 council meeting biscuits

83 all other areas

84 Outside consultants

85 bringing in expewrtise a knowledge of York and its recent history is needed in order to plan its future

86 partnerships

87 Promoting the city

88 Bribes

89 partnerships and leadership

90 Awful facebook ads

91 Wasteful decisions and staff sickness

92 Ridiculous meetings that go on for hours and achieve nothing.

93 consultation and meetings

94 Consultants

95
It doesnt cost more to communicate effectively, staff who genuinely care and dont dismiss people who need support, preventative work will 

prevent crisis/ long term thinking not short term gate keeping of resources

96 leadership
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97 manager to front line ratio

98 Marketing and comms, twitter etc. External consultants and interim staff.

99 consultation

100 make it york

101 Duplication of effort across council and partner servcies

102 Listening to global interests in developments or giving any financial incentives  - these should be focussed on local businesses

103 Non core jobs

104 Employees who should really be fired

105 TRANSPARENCY

106 Partnerships

107 Councillors and high wage staff! The top level wages are obscene!
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Further comments on the council budget

1 Focus should be on efficiency and doing the necessary things only

2 Counciltax payers need some relief and a lower tax would be welcome.

3

Put money into areas where residents live instead of tourist attractions.  Provide free, community led events for residents on a regular basis.   

Extend after school and out of school clubs for 5-18 year olds.   Regenerate parks and implement community gardens.   Listen to community 

voices and assist us in making York a better place for its residents.   Improve bus services and implement a subsidised travel system for York 

residents.   Support school leavers with improved job fairs and careers guidance.   Enforce drunk and disorderly rules in the city centre, 

particularly on weekends and race days.   Scrap the ugly, offensive, permanent barriers you plan to place in the city centre.  Prioritise existing 

York residents over tourists and corporations.   Pledge to provide a minimum of 50% affordable housing across the city and surrounding areas 

until social housing is available to all who need it.

4 dont ban car access for visitors to get in and park.

5
I continue to be stunned at how anything involving the council progresses so slowly.  From developing Piccadilly to buying a book of parking 

permits (45minutes???!!!), it's obvious CoYC hasn't a clue.

6
Yes, the council is way to open and transparent. Councillors are elected to make the decisions on our behalf just get on with them and don't be 

scared of the views of a handful of people who might write something mildly offensive on Twitter (who cares what they think)!

7
We have enough parks and green spaces in York don't need anything further there ,roads and services for community and flood defences need 

priority

8 cut back on the top salaried peoples wages

9 Salaries of senior staff are too high in comparison to those staff who work in front line services.

10 Repair potholes

11
There needs to be a massive shift to moving cars out of the city centre and making it pedestrian and cycle friendly. Also a big investment in 

building new homes that will not/can not be used to students.

12 Use it better

13 Please spend more on walking, cycle and public transport infrastructure and less on cars.

14 Please prioritise the climate emergency on everything else. Nothing is more urgent.

15
I think people are prepared to pay more is the rise is presented being a good thing to do for them and their family's well being. Social care is a 

point of concern for many residents. A survey of what is most important to the citizens would be useful.

16 The budget should be bold and in line with your declared climate emergency, and act in a strong and green manner accordingly.

17 Car park charges send people out to the new developments on the edge of the city depriving your city centre traders .

18 Roadside litter

19 Stop putting it up!! How are people expected to afford it when every year it goes up and wages don’t! It’s despicable

20
Get your communication sorted, you're doing ok. But there's room for improvement which should only help you get more engagement from 

residents and a better sense of direction

Budget Consultation 2020/21
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21
Please look carefully at cleanliness and tidiness of the city. At times litter and dirt in gullies etc is shocking and embarrassing.   I have heard that 

some of these services are contracted out but are not monitored or supervised properly by the council.

22

This is probably not what you're after but what I would love to see in York is a winter garden, you know - inside glass houses.  It could be high 

tech, ambitious, educational, and beautiful.  And it would cheer us all up in the gloomy dark Yorkshire winters.  I recently visited Edinburgh's 

botanic garden glass houses, and Lancaster's butterfly house - they're amazing.

23 Start remembering that it is your residents who live here and need the infrastructure before you pander to tourists.

24
My main concern is the planned 5G rollout. EMF radiation is linked to many physical and mental health issues and 5G is expected to create a 

huge increase in these issues.     CYC needs to consider whether to create a moratorium on 5G developments - like other councils in the UK.

25 Investment is strongly needed to help fight crime and really improve on mental health support and schools.

26

Please keep the council tax down to a minimum. You need to ‘manage out’ many employees who are not capable of doing there job effectively. 

You need to implement a US style performance management system an weed out the poor performing employees and employ fewer , but better 

people

27 LEAVE SOME ASPECTS TO PRIVATE SECTOR IE GREEN SPACES ETC GET THEM INVOLVED AND THEY WILL DELIVER

28

Private renters, particularly in the band of Students and young professionals, feel let down by the council. It feels like council tenants have far 

greater rights than private tenants in York. We are unable to decorate, have our pets stay with us, even have children! I would like to see a 

change in this regard.

29
York roads are horrific, traffic is the same. Not nearly enough parking spaces. transport is essential for everything, yet it is constantly gridlocked 

almost every day

30 GREED.

31
Very hard task but more on housing and older people's care and housing.  Also family support and housing for those with young families. Family 

centres etc.

32 People’s health is key. No new industrial parks or housing. Green parks, play areas. Cut wastage

33
The survey does not really offer informed choices. Data should be given on existing expenditure per head of users. On that basis, the domestic 

refuse collection service is remarkably good value for money. But swimming pools and other leisure services?

34 This won't make a scrap of difference to what you do,plus you are well paid to make these decisions

35

It takes around 1 hour and 30 minutes to commute from Heslington to Leeds every day using public transport. It takes 50 minutes in the car. 

People want to use public transport for a cleaner environment but time constraints make it difficult. Invest to make a cleaner & more efficient 

city with inhabitants with better mental health

36 Council executives and consultant receive too much pay

37
York us a very expensive place to live. People of York on a low income shouldn't have to worry about more increases to their council tax bill when 

they are struggling to put food on the table. These are the ones who are seeing no benefits to their lives.

38 Get rid of homelessness and begging on our streets

39 Dont allow councillors to award themselves massive pay rises
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40

Get rid of the hen and stag nights. Nobody needs them. There are enough tourists and residents to grow the economy and make it a nice place to 

be. Get proper cycling lanes where vehicles cannot infringe. And if you want cyclist to use them, prioritise filling in the bloody holes and cleaning 

the gutters. There are plenty of major routes out of York that are too dangerous to cycle on. Stop calling it a cycling city just because you have 

painted a few lines that everyone ignores

41 Encourage more construction and technology companys to resides in York

42
After years of austerity, a right wing governement and darkness in public discourse, be open and positive for an inlcusive, resident focused, 

multicultural York.

43 Stop wasting tax payers money on useless management

44 Ask Boris for some more money.

45 Tax on hotel rooms of 1-2£ per person per night.

46 Cut the budget

47 Think long and hard before trying for top whack rises

48 I welcome the additional time provided for consultation with residents / businesses.

49
Fine and Contractors for any missed deadlines, Hiking of Prices and bad/useless workmanship that has to re redone and Residents PAY for 

Mistakes.

50 None

51
Challenge the government more.  Put Sturdy under pressure to keep BoJo's promises.  Don't let the keyboard warriors grind you down, but 

maintain standards of delivery and probity.

52
Why don't you run a York lottery like Harrogate. We would then have a local York Fund to pay for some of these important expenses. I'm sure 

residents would be willing to participate. At least talk to Harrogate about the pros and cons.

53 The council should simplify its goals and focus on the basics, the roads being the main current problem.

54

i do work for public sector and private sector, IT contracting    i triple the price for public sector, we all do. we dont make any more profit, it all 

gets lost in the endless revisions, meetings, amended goals, more revisions, more meetings etc etc    the quality if project management ive 

learned to expect public sector wouldnt be tolerated in the private sector

55 please prioritise spaces for young people, and activities that are affordable for children and young people.

56 Less vanity projects and more money directed at essential services

57 i do not live in york itself so this is a difficult one.

58
To the Lib Dems,  Please don't stay complacent now you control the council.  This city is great but there is a lot of work to be done.  It will be 

more difficult with continued austarity but...  We can do this!
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59

The council budget needs a complete overhaul with more consideration of the wider impacts budget decisions have on the whole of the York 

population, not just the focused population, not just the people who can speak up. There is far more to this city than the council seem to realise 

and things need to be rectified to start 'healing' the city. A city of youth and life that is being forgotten in favour of those who have come before 

and who have been provided for in services all their lives. Too much emphasis is put on a group of people who lived through a booming economy 

and are now leaving a legacy of recession - maybe even depression still - for their families while still shouting up that they should be put first. So 

when will the council consider that if we want to have a city of great strength and succeed in your aims for your residents, you need to focus on 

the children and young adults now trying to forge their way forward, not place a ridiculous amount of emphasis on the elderly who, in my 

experience, have enough to live on, to thrive on, because of private pensions, savings, investments and other sources of income that are greatly 

supplemented by state pensions, and preferential treatment with the NHS, support services, and charities. There is a growing number of children 

with SEN who need help and it's simply not being recognised enough or provided for enough with the council or by the council. This needs to be 

considered in the budget.

60 Roads and infrastructure not been spent on for nearly 60 years. About time roads got sorted and public transport.

61 I do not support an increase to help some scrounger on the street and his dog. I can't afford to keep a dog.

62 Be ruthless on unnecessary spending. Ask „do we really need to spend this? and then ask the question again!

63 Do not approve of the proposed pay rise to councillors

64 The council needs to give a very high priority to cutting carbon emissions attributable to the activities of York residents.

65 Cut the fat that is non performing council staff and over zealous projects!

66

Roads pot holes and signs   Making the city centre traffic free   Allocate an area for disabled parking and not in the roads in the city centre   

Reduced fees for resident parking   Parking for local residents visiting the city free/park and ride free  More discounts for families to visit the city 

as locals  Stop drunks entering the city on a weekend at the station (give eboracum a payrise!) Find one pub and hold all the north east drunks in 

there to stop ruining the city.

67
There is tremendous room for improved efficiency and productivity without increased cost through effective line management and motivation 

using techniques commonly used in business circles . There is a huge lack of professional management expertise in the Council

68 We are happy to pay more for good public services

69
the cycling initiative will not go further until would be Cyclists feel safe. You need to appeal to people who do not cycle yet and designated safe 

routes through town are needed not strip of the road that cars can still drive over!

70 Maintenance of road surfaces is urgently required.  Before closing any "rat runs" , make sure an alternative is in place.

71 It needs to be higher.

72 less emphasis on the private sector and more on Council needs

73
Please please please can you sort recycling. Please. Take a look at Leeds - they even recycle Tetra Paks now. And they only have to put stuff in 

one bin!    The town also needs work (as in central town) to make it accessible for those with limited mobility

74
As previous - charge rates on all houses including student lets.  Look at ways that are sensible to increase your income and cut your costs and 

councillor expenses.
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Further comments on the council budget

Budget Consultation 2020/21

75
We need to carefully review Council spending to see what impact it has... small pilots to explore impact and outcomes could help the city further 

develop.

76
Can the council please address with some urgency the 'stag and hen party' culture that has pervaded the city in recent years. it brings in revenue 

for business and the rail companies but is dragging the city down.

77 invest in a Dutch-style off-road cycle network

78 Needs to act sustainably now and stop supporting massive developments.

79 I'm not sure how involved / informed residents feel after completing this survey?

80
Keep up the good work. If anything can be done to reduce rowdy hen parties and stag parties in the afternoons when families are still out that 

would be great. They have taken over the city.

81 do not increase council tax it is extremely difficult for us to pay this on one persons living wage and one full time mother. It is crippling.

82
You employ too many people who are not really of high enough calibre. You could probably manage the council with less people if you got rid of 

the slackers. Introduce performance management to get rid of the poor performers

83
Please fix the roads properly and help small businesses sustain.  Please help with free activity groups for women who are mainly housewives or 

want to learn more and get a job themselves etc

84 A lot of us in York are under a financial squeeze, the council must do its best to keep costs down.
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